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Abstract

With Product Yield Modules (PYM's) a defectmodel is derived for 16K
memories, Le. a model that gives a relation between defect-causes and
defect-behaviour. Defect-densities ( = Do = *::1/2cr )can be given.
PYM's are productrelated, desintegrated and easily measurable
teststructures which are designed to detect and classify productinduced
defects. The defectmodel is derived in a way as is represented in fig.Ab.1
,see next page.
Testprograms are written. The testresults are interpreted in a
data-processing system using 'relationtables', tables that give a relation
between the testresults and the defects as which these testresults have to
be interpreted. The defects are classified to amount, size and frequency of
occurence and hereafter represented. The classified defects are related to
the relevant geometries of the layout, lengths and area's that are extracted
with Dracula and Local45.
In this way the defectmodel is derived.
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Samenvatting

Met Product Yield Modules (PYMen) wordt een defectmodel afgeleid voor 16K geheugens, i.e.
een model dat een relatie legt tussen defect-oorzaken en defect-gedrag. Defect-dichtheden ( =
Do = #~!(~~en ) kunnen worden gegeven. PYMen zijn productgerelateerde, gedesintegreerde en
makkelijk meetbare teststructuren die ontworpen zijn om processgeinduceerde defecten te
detecteren en te classificeren. De manier waa.rop het defectmodel wordt afgeleid is weergegeven
in fig.Ab.!. op de vorige bladzijde. Testprogrogra.mma's zijn geschreven. De testresultaten
worden geinterpreteerd in een data-processing systeem dat 'relatietabellen' gebruikt, tabellen
die een relatie leggen tussen de testresultaten en de defecten als welke de testresultaten
geinterpreteerd moeten worden. De defecten worden geclassificeerd naa.r aantal, afmeting en
frequentie van voorkomen en vervolgens gerepresenteerd. De geclassificeerde defecten worden
gerelateerd aan de relevante geometrieen van de layout, lengtes en oppervlakten geextraheerd
met Dracula en Local45.
Op deze manier is het defectmodel afgeleid.
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Mask information

Maskname

co
CP
CS
IN
00 = DDN+

PS
PSS
PW

Description

contacthole of IN on 00
contacthole of PSS on PS
contacthole of PS on 00
interconnect • aluminium
oxide definition • active area
• N+ area
first polysilicon layer
second polysilicon layer
pwell • substrate



Introduction

This report is the result of the work done by P.A.J.Dirks in order of Prof.Dr.-lng.J.A.G.Jess
during his graduated period from 1-11-'86 up to 21-5-'87 in the Automatic System Design
Group (ES) of the Department of Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of
Technology. This work is part of the lOP IIC (Innovatiegericht Onderzoekprogramma
IC-technologie) of the Stichting l",)M (Stichting Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie).
P.A.J .Dirks has been allowed to do his investigations at the Philips Research Laboratories
(Natuurkundig Laboratorium) in Eindhoven.

At the Eindhoven University of Technology and at the Philips Research Laboratories research is
done to IC's and to the causes of yield-loss of IC's. While processing the IC's defects can be
induced. Photo-lithographic steps are used to mark the areas where after exposure material of
an integrated layer must be defined. Defects at the mask can cause defects at the wafer. A
piece of dust on the mask for example migth cause a short between two parts of the layer. Also
at the wafer contaminations can induce shorts in one layer, shorts between layers or opens.
All these defects can cause faults in the circuit. Tests are necessary to analyse these faults.
Concerning the Static Random Access Memories (SRAM's) the following sorts of tests can be
distincted.

1. E-sort I functional tests

2. PCM I PYM tests

With E-sort tests electrical parameters of the circuit, such as for example the total current as
function of the power voltage, are measured. Functional tests verify the performance of an IC
by means of testvectors. The testresults indicate wether, for example a single bit error, a row
error or a column error occurs. The functional tests however, most times cannot give the cause
of the fault. What kind of defect do we have and in what layer has the defect been induced?
Functional tests give no relation between defect-cause and defect-behaviour. This is caused by
the complexity of both the process and the design.
PCM's (Process Control Modules) test process-parameters such as threshold voltages and sheet
resistances. PCM's measure process-parameters independent of a product.
To be able to give a relation between the defect-causes and the defect-behaviour in a certain
product PYM's (Product Yield Modules) are developed. In this report PYM's of the
16K-SRAM are concerned. PYM's are teststructures to detect and classify defects. PYM's are
desintegrated, productrelated and easily measurable.
Desintegrated since there are different test-structures for the different layers. The layout of the
PYM's is based on the layout of the product, i.e. on the layout of the memorycell, to get the
same defects in the PYM's as in the memory itself. The layout of the masklayers in the memory
are changed a little bit to obtain teststructures in which defects can be measured easily. The
layers are connected with bondingpads to enable testing.

The PYM's and the PCM's are situated next to each other at five positions at the wafer
(left,rigth,middle,upper and lower). The complexity of the PYM's, i.e. the number of layers
between which the interaction is measured increases with the number of the PYM (1 up to and
including 5).
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Chapter 1

Quantification and qualification of
processinduced productrelated defects

1.1 Module 1a

1.1.1 Layout

In this submodule we want to determine the CO and the OD/substrate performance. The module
consists of aluminium (IN) with many CO holes on OD. The CO holes have zero CO to OD
overlap. The CO to OD overlap is the distance between CO and OD as shown in fig.!.!.

OD

I

I-- CO

..

fig.!.! CO hole on OD
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A crosssection of one cell of the layout is given in fig.1.2.
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fig.l.2 Crosssection of CO hole on aD

A block is built up of a matrix of cells. One block is shown in fig. 1.3.
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fig.l.3 A block of CO cells

The blocks are connected to eachother via OD-tracks. The OD/substrate junction is a diode.
See fig.1.2. The I-V characteristic of a diode is given in fig.1.4
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I

fig.1.4 I-V characteristic of a diode

We measure the forward voltage and the breakdown voltage.
Bad behaviour of the CO holes will have influence on the breakdown voltage. The CO mask
defines the area on OD where field/isolation oxide must be etched away, to make contact
between OD and IN possible. If the CO alignment is bad, maybe not only this oxide will be
etched away but also the thick oxide, the so called LOCOS. See fig.1.5.

c:.o hoifL

'- ",/

I I I ~ ODNt

iSDIA,t,"o" ox;t:k..
Su..l3srRfi/c

fig.1.6 Bad CO alignment

In that case the electrical field at the border of the OD area and the breakdown voltage will
change.
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1.1.2 Measurements

- We measure the forward voltage at a forward forced current of l00pA.
The name of this measurement is MI-F_CON+/PW.
Substrate is also called PWell.
A description of this measurement is given in appendix J.
- We also measure the breakdown voltage at a negative current of IpA.
The name of this measurement is MI-B_CON+/PW.
A description of this measurement is given in appendix I.

1.1.3 Interpretation

The measurement results can be interpreted directly.

14



1.2 Module Ib

1.2.1 Layout

With module Ib we want to measure IN-IN shorts, IN-IN opens, IN-OD shorts, OD-OD shorts
and leakage to substrate. This module consists of OD tracks, an IN meander, IN combs and OD
islands connected to the IN combs. The structure of a cell is shown in fig.1.6.

K1 _
K2 1 1 _

M1 I 1 1 1 M2

I I \ I I
K3 I I I I I

I I I 1 I 1 I
H2 H1 00100 00100100 0001000 00100100 I 00100

I 00*00 00*00100 000*000 00*00100 1 00*00

1 00100 00100100 0001000 00100100 I 00100

1 I I I I I 1 1 I I I 1
--*00001000100010010001000010000 0001001000 000100000

I 1 I I I \ I I I
00100 00100100 1 0001000 00100100 00100

00100 00100100 I 0001000 00100100 00100

00*00 00\00*00 I 000*000 00100*00 00*00

00100 00100100 I 0001000 00100100 00100

00100 00100100 I 0001000 00100100 00100

I I I I I I I I
--*0000\000 00010010001000010000 0001001000 000100000

I I I 1 1 I I I
00100 00100100 1 0001000 00100100 00100

00*00 00*00100 I 000*000 00*00100 00*00

00100 00100100 I 0001000 00100100 00100
I 1 I I

1 ------- 1 ------- 1

(00: OD area)
(* : Contact IN-OD)
(--: IN track)

fig.1.6 Cel 1b

A plot of the IN and OD layers in eel Ib is given in appendix A. A plot of all layers of eel Ib is
given in appendix B.
There are three IN combs, connected with bondpads Kl, K2 and K3. The IN meander is
connected with bondpads Ml and M2 and runs in between the IN combs. The resistance of the
IN meander can be calculated:
The square resistance of IN is RsqjIN = 0.04 ~.

The total length of the meander is 58 mm.
The width of IN is 2.5um.
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So there are 5~~~ = 23200 squares IN in the meander.
The resistance of the IN meander is:

Rmeander = 23200squares * Rsqj IN = 9280

A plot of the cel is given in appendix A.
A plot of the IN, OD and CO masks of the cell is given in appendix B.
About this submodule we can state:
Each OD island is completely surrounded by IN tracks (meander) and OD tracks (Hl,H2). So if
only one defect occurs IN-IN shorts can be distincted from OD-OD shorts. IT an IN-IN defect
occurs an OD-OD defect can only be detected by means of HI or H2. If an OD-OD defect
occurs an IN-IN defect can only be detected by means of the meander.

1.2.2 Measurements

There are isolation measurements and resistance measurements.
The results of the isolation measurements are divided into two classes.
1. Good isolation. The resistance is equal to or greater than 7.5MO. This result will later on be
binary denoted as O.
2. Bad isolation. The resistance is less than 7.5MO. This result will later on be binary denoted
as 1.
The results of the resistance measurements are divided into three classes.
1. Resistance greater than the nominal resistance. This result will later on be ternary denoted
as 1.
1. Resistance equal to the nominal resistance. This result will later on be ternary denoted as O.
1. Resistance less than the nominal resistance. This result will later on be ternary denoted as -1.

Suppose there are N measure points.
IT we measure from each measure point to each other measure point then all possible
information about good or bad isolation is gained. In that case we need
N + (N-l) + (N-2) + ..... + 3 + 2 measurements.

AB the tests must be performed in a productionline and because the files in which the results
are stored have a fixed maximum size the number of tests is limited.
Moreover we do not expect that often more than one defect will occur.
IT we measure from each measure point to all other N-l measure points then we use the
minimum number of measurements necessary to detect a defect if there is a defect. This is our
aim since the number of tests is limited and we do not expect more than one defect to occur.
Now, in the case of N measure points we need only N measurements. All defects are detected
and using the structure of the layout in the interpretations of the measurementresults we are
even often able to detect more than one defect.
We need the following measurements.
-A measurement of the isolation of all bondpads (Kl,K2,K3,Hl,H2,Ml and M2) versus
substrate. The substrate is connected with a low voltage, for if the memory device is activated
the substrate is connected with a low voltage.
In appendix L a description of this measurement is given.
-A measurement of the isolation of Kl versus all other bondpads (K2,K3,Hl,H2,Ml and M2).

16



The name of this measurement is MI-I....KJ/REST.
In appendix L a description of this measurement is given.
-In the same way as described above for Kl also the isolation of K2,K3,Hl and H2 versus all
respective other bondpads is measured.
The names of these measurements are MI-LK2/REST, M2-1...K3/REST, MI-LH1/REST and
MI-IJI2/REST.
-A measurement of the isolation of the meander (bondpads Ml and M2) versus all other
bondpads (Kl,K2,K3,Hl,H2).
The name of this measurement is MI-LM/REST..
In appendix L a description of this measurement is given.
-A measurement of the resistance of the meander, Le. between bondpads Ml and M2.
The name of this measurement is MI-R..MI-M2_.
We use a testconfiguration as described in appendix N.
The first part of the name (e.g. Ml) always denotes the module, the second part tells us wether
the isolation or the resistance is measured.
We wrote a testprogram that performs these measurements. This program has been
implemented on a Keathley tester in the production line of 16K memories of Valvo Hamburg.
The measurement results can be interpreted in a way as is described in §1.2.3

17



1.2.3 Interpretations

At first we check wether there is a substrate leakage. If there is a substrate leakage, then we
count this substrate leakage and we do not say anything about IN or OD defects. If there is no
substrate leakage we interpret our results using the following flow stream. See fig.1.7.

Tfl8l£1.'

o cJ rio.. • tr.....e..

fig.l.7 Flow diagram of the interpretations in module lb

The way this flow diagram must be interpreted is described hereafter. We look wether an OD
track (HI or H2) has a leakage to any of all other bondpads. If this is the case we certainly
have an OD defect. Then we look wether one or both OD tracks have a leakage. If only one OD
tracks have a leakage we use TABLE 1.1 to interpret the results.

18



Kl/REST K2/REST K3/REST M/REST count as

0 0 0 0 impossible
0 0 0 1 not yet count

0 0 1 x 00-00
0 1 0 x 00-00
0 1 1 0 200-00
0 1 1 1 00-00
1 0 0 x 00-00
1 0 1 0 200-00
1 0 1 1 00-00
1 1 0 x 00-00
1 1 1 0 200-00
1 1 1 1 00-00

TABLE 1.1 00 TRACKS LEAK

Kl/REST = 0 means that the isolation measurement Mi-LKI/REST indicates that there is a
good isolation between Kl and the other bondpads. Kl/REST = 1 indicates that there is no
isolation. The same holds for K2/REST and K3/REST. An "x" in table 1.1 means that we do
not care wether the value is 0 or 1. This table gives relations between the testresults and the
defects.

An example:
Let us look at the third row in TABLE 1.1. This row has been marked. We know that there is
no substrate leakage and that only one 00 track leaks, for only in that case we look at the
TABLE 1.1. Kl and K2 have no leakage to any other bondpad. K3 leaks. Considering fig.1.6
we interpret these measurement results as one 00-00 short, as denoted in the third row, fifth
column.

The second row deserves special attention. There is no substrate leakage, Kl, K2 and K3 do
not leak, one 00 track and the meander leak. This can only be the case if there is a defect
between an 00 track and the meander, an IN-OD defect. The way this defect is counted will
be explained later.
In the layout the overlapping area of the IN meander and the 00 tracks is very small. So the
chance that a defect between one of the two 00 tracks and the meander will occur is small.
The chance that both 00 tracks will simultaneously have a defect with the meander is
quadratically small. We neglect this chance.
If there are two 00 tracks leaking, then we have two 00-00 defects.
Now we have taken into consideration 00-00 defects. Next we look at IN defects. An odflag
helps us remember wether there were 00-00 defects or not.
We look wether the meander has a leakage to any of all other bondpads. If this is the case we
certainly have an IN defect. We use the table in appendix P to interpret the results. Kl/REST,
K2/REST and K3/REST in appendix P represent the same measurements and have the same
meaning as in TABLE 1.1. R..MI-M2 = 0 means that the resistance of the meander is in a
range of values that is qualified as the nominal resistance. In §1.2.1 we saw that the calculated
resistance of the string is 9280. Due to variations in the process this resistance can vary too. If
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the meander has a resistance between 7500 and 11060 we say it has a nominal resistance.
R.-MI-M2 = 1 means that the resistance of the meander is lower than the nominal resistance (is
lower than 7500). IT R.-MI-M2 = -1 which means that the resistance of the meander is higher
than the nominal resistance (is higher than 11060), an open in the meander has been detected.
IT in this table Kl/REST, K2/REST = 0, K3/REST = 0 and odflag = true, then an IN-OD
short can be detected. We did not yet count this defect while we were looking at the OD
defects in TABLE 1.1 so we must count it here.
The IN structure gives us the possibility to say something about the sizes and the amounts of
the IN defects. AB far as sizes are concerned we make a subdivision between small and large
defects. Small defects are defects that touch only two IN tracks. Large defects are defects that
touch three or more IN tracks. See fig.1.8.

20



fig.l.8. Small and large IN defects

AB far as amounts are concerned we make a subdivision between single and multiple defects.
Single defects are defects that occur once in a module. See fig.1.9.

fig.l.O Single defect

Multiple defects are defects that occur more than once on a module. See fig.1.IO.

fig.l.10 Multiple defects

If R...MI-M2 = 1, the resistance of the meander is lower than the nominal resistance so we know
that a piece of the meander must be shortened. We have a multiple defect. We cannot detect
all multiple defects. Measuring at the bondpads it is not possible to make a distinction between
the situations in fig.1.11 and fig.l.I2.
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fig.l.ll IN defects (I)

fig.l.12 IN defects (II)

Both situations are interpreted as a single large defect. This is not so bad since the chance that
two defects occur so near to each other is very small.
IT the meander does not leak (M/REST=O) and the odflag = 0 , indicating that the OD-tracks
don't leak, then we use the following table:

Kl/REST K2/REST K3/REST count as
0 0 0 no defects
0 0 1 impossible
0 1 0 impossible
0 1 1 OD-OD defect
1 0 0 impossible
1 0 1 OD-OD defect
1 1 0 small IN-IN defect
1 1 1 OD-OD defect and

small IN-IN defect

TABLE 1.2 OD TRACKS AND MEANDER NOT INVOLVED

In this way using the flow diagram in fig.1.7 and the relationtables we interprete the measure
results.
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1.3 Module 2a

1.3.1 Layout

AB said in the introduction the complexity of the PYM's increases with the number of the
module. In module 2a an IN-layer is running over OD- and PS-regions. With module 2b we
want to measure IN-IN shorts, PS-PS shorts, and IN-PS shorts. Moreover IN substrate leakage
and PS substrate leakage are measured.
This module consists of PS combs, IN combs and IN meanders.
The PS structure is shown in fig.lo13.

HB1

I HB2

I I H01
I 1 I H02
1 * .
I
1

I
* : : : :

* .

v 13um
(upper half

matrix)

* : : : : .
------- -- --1--1---------------------------------------

1 * .
1

1

1

* : : : :
* .

(lower half
matrix)

* : : : : .

( 1

( ..
(*

IN)
PS)
IN-PS contact)

fig.1.13 The PS structure in module 2a

The IN structure is shown in fig.lo14.
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(... PS track)
(* PS-IN contact)

fig.l.14 The IN structure in module 2a

A plot is given in appendix C. The IN layer is situated on top of the PS layer. In appendix D a
plot is given in which also the OD areas are drawn.
The PS combs can be divided into two parts: the upper and the lower half of a matrix. The two
IN meanders are twisted to avoid that an IN meander willly next to itself as shown in fig.l.I5.
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fig.l.16 Untwisted meanders

The names of the bondpads of the meanders are MIL (left side of meander 1), MIR, M2L and
M2R.
N.B. In module Ib there is one meander which left and rigth side are connected with bondpads
MI and M2.
The resistance of the meanders can easily be calculated.
The square resistance of IN is Rsq;IN = 0.04 ~.

The total IN length of one meander is 96mm.
The width of IN is 2.5",m.
So there are ~~~ = 38400 squares IN.
The effective length of one piece of PS is 7.3",. There are 71 pieces PS in one meander.
The width of PS = 6",m.
So there are 7l~7.S = 86.4 squares PS.
The resistance of the meander is

Rmeander = 38400squares * Rsq; IN + 86.4squares * Rsq; PS =

15360 + 25920 = 4.1KO.

1.3.2 Measurements

To obtain the measurementresults, which can be interpreted in a way as described in §1.2.3 we
need the following measurements:
-A measurement of the isolation of IN meander 1, IN meander 2, and the IN comb versus the
substrate.
The name of this measurement is M2-LPW/REST.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix L.
-A measurement of the isolation of IN meander 1 versus IN meander 2, the IN comb and the
substrate.
The name of this measurement is M2-LMI/REST.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix L.
-The same measurement with IN meander 2. The name is M2-I...M2/REST. -The same
measurement with the IN comb. The name is M2-LKM/REST.
-A resistance measurement of IN meander 1.
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The name of this measurement is M2-R.M1L-M1R.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix N.
-The same measurement with IN meander 2. The name is M2-R.M2L-M2R.
-A measurement of the isolation of the PS upper and lower matrix versus the substrate. The
four PS combs in the PS upper and lower matrix are connected with eachother.
The name of this measurement is M2-LPW/PSul.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix L.
-A measurement of the isolation of the PS upper matrix versus IN meanders 1 and 2 and the IN
comb.
The name of this measurement is M2-LIN/PS_u.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix L.
-The same measurement with the lower PS matrix, named M2-LIN/PSJ.
-A measurement of the isolation between the two PS combs in the upper matrix.
The name of this measurement is M2-LPS/PS_u.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix M.
-The same measurement for the lower PS matrix.
The name of this measurement is M2-LPS/PSJ.

1.3.3 Interpretations

We interpret the measurement results of module 2a in a way as is globally described by the
following piece of pseudo-program.

if there is a PS substrate leakage
then pssubstrateflag • true;
else pssubstrateflag • false;

if there is PS-IN leakage in the upper matrix
then { psinupperflag • true;

if not pssubstrateflag
then psin-psin+l;}

else psinupperflag • false;

if there is PS-IN leakage in the lower matrix
then { psinlowerflag = true;

if not pssubstrateflag
then psin-psin+l;}

else psinlowerflag • false;

psinflag =psinupperflag or psinlowerflag;

\
I
I
I
I
I PSI IN
I in
I TABLE 1.3

I
I
I
I
I

\
if not pssubstrateflag I

then { if there is a PS-PS leakage in the upper matrix I
then { if psinupperflag I

then uncertainpsps • uncertainpsps+l; I
else psps • psps+l;} I PSI

if there is a PS-PS leakage in the lower matrix I PS
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go through the
TABLE IN RELATIONS IN MODULES 2a. 3. 4 AND 6
in appendix Q. if psinflag

then count the IN defects as uncertain;

then { if psinlowerflag I
then uncertainpsps • uncertainpsps+1; I
else psps • psps+l;} I

} /

\
I
IPS/IN
I
/

go through TABLE 1.4 MODULE 2a PROPAGATING DEFECTS;

At first we look wether there is a PS substrate leakage or not. IT there is a PS substrate leakage
this defect will be counted and PS will not be considered. If there is no PS substrate leakage we
will look at the PS defects. AB far as PS is concerned we do the interpretation in two parts, at
first the upper matrix, next the lower matrix. We check if there are PS-IN shorts and we count
them. The psinupperflag indicates wether there have been psin defects in the upper matrix.
Psinlowerflag does the same for the lower matrix. Psinflag = psinupperflag or psinlowerflag.
Look at TABLE 1.3 TOTAL RELATIONS MODULE 2a.
This table is woven in the piece of pseudo-program.

PS/PS PS/IN IN/IN where count? interpret carefully
0 0 0 - -
0 0 1 IN-IN -
0 1 0 PS-IN -
1 0 0 PS-PS -
0 1 1? PS-IN IN-IN
1 0 1 PS-PS IN-IN -
1? 1 0 PS-IN PS-PS
1? 1 1? PS-IN PS-PS IN-IN

TABLE 1.3 TOTAL RELATIONS MODULE 2a

PSIPS = 0 means that the isolation between the PS combs is good in the matrix in
consideration. PS/PS = 1 means that the isolation is bad in the matrix under consideration.
IN/IN = 0 means that none of the IN tracks leaks. IN/IN = 1 means that an IN track leaks.
The IN-IN defects in this table represent all IN-IN shorts. The IN-IN shorts can be analysed
more in detail using the table in appendix Q. This table makes possible a subdivision to sizes
and amounts of the IN defects.

Errors with a "?" are "uncertain errors". It means that they could be caused by other ( already
registrated ) errors. For example, if there are PS-IN defects, these defects can cause IN-IN
errors while there are no IN-IN defects. See the marked row in TABLE 1.3 and fig.1.16. These
uncertain defects must be interpreted carefully. In practice we count these uncertain defects
separately.

We also want to detect propagating defects. Propagating defects are defects that propagate
from one layer to another, for example from PS to IN. We only say a defect is propagating if it
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causes a short in both layers it propagates between. The PS is divided into an upper and a
lower matrix. We use this to registrate propagating defects. If in one matrix both layers are
connected to themselves as well as to eachother, and this is not the case in the other matrix we
say we found a propagating defect. We might registrate a propagating defect while the defects
only happened to coincide in one matrix. The chance that such a coincidence occurs (first error
configuration) is equal to the chance that the defects cause errors in different matrices (second
error configuration, see fig.l.17). So if we subtract the amount of the second error-configuration
from the amount of propagating defects we registrate ( first error-configuration, see fig.l.18) we
obtain more realistic information about the propagating defects.

p,,-~ P$-~IJ

no P;(-fS no ~-:r:tV

fig.l.17 First error configuration

p>-p~ (10 pt-XtJ

no Pt- p.s ~ I tI

fig.l.1S Second error configuration

See also the table below.

t.A-ffU rnoJ:;rtr

lD~ ,.,.,oJ;r;)(

propagating
PS-PS-u PS-PS-I PS-IN-u PS-IN-I IN-IN defects

where count?
1 0 1 0 1 increment PS-PS-IN
0 1 0 1 1 increment PS-PS-IN
1 0 0 1 1 decrement PS-PS-IN
0 1 1 0 1 decrement PS-PS-IN

TABLE 1.4 MODULE 2a PROPAGATING DEFECTS

PS-PS-IN represents the amount of propagating defects. The combinations that decrement the
number of propagating PS-PS-IN defects compensate the defects that are seen as propagating
defects but are in fact not propagating.

Splitting the results of the upper and the lower matrix will never cause problems. For if there is
a connection between upper and lower matrix this connection must be made by two IN-tracks.
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The connection with an IN-track is always registrated and taken into consideration. See
TABLE 1.3

So we can easily count the defects and the covered defects in PS-PS , PS-IN for the upper and
the lower matrix. IN-IN defects can be considered more in detail using the exhaustive table in
appendix Q. In this table PW/REST = 0 means that there is no IN substrate leakage.
PW/REST =1 means IN substrate leakage. Ml/REST = 0 means that IN meander 1 does not
leak. Ml/REST = 1 means that IN meander 1 does leak. The same holds for M2/REST and
KM/REST. RMI = 0 means that the resistance of the meander is in a range of values that is
qualified as the nominal resistance. In §1.3.1 we saw that the resistance of the IN meander is
4.1KO. Due to variations in the process this resistance can vary too. If the meander has a
resistance between 3.8KO and 4.4KO we say it has a nominal resistance. RMI = 1 means that
the resistance of the meander is lower than the nominal resistance. RMI = -1 means that the
resistance of the meander is higher than the nominal resistance. The same holds for RM2. At
the moment a combination in a row occurs the relation with the defect(s) in the last column
can be made. We can make a subdivision of the IN shorts in size (smaIl,large) and amount
(single,multiple). The definitions of small, large, single and multiple are given in §1.2.3. As in
§1.2.3 the subdivision in size is based on the number of tracks that leak. The subdivision in
amount is based on the meander resistances. So all IN shorts cumulate in several classes. These
classes are:

1. IN shorts about which we cannot say anything about the multitude or size

2. single IN shorts

3. small IN shorts

4. small IN shorts

5. large IN shorts

6. single small IN shorts

7. single large IN shorts

8. multiple small IN shorts

9. interpret carefully

10. all possible combinations of the above items

The representation of the data will be described in chapter 2. We give two examples based on
measurementresults as represented in the small table below.

RMI RM2 KMI MIl M2/ PW/ count as
REST REST REST REST

ex 0 0 1 0 1 0 small single
1 IN-IN short

ex -1 1 0 1 1 0 IN open
2 multiple

IN-IN short

TABLE 1.5 EXAMPLE RELATIONS IN
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Example 1 We measure a leakage from the IN comb and a leakage from the IN meander 2. Only
two tracks are involved so the defect is small. The IN meander resistances are nominal so the
defect is single.

Example 2
We constate one open (RM1 = -1) and a multiple IN defect (RM2 = 1). You migth think that
the IN defect is small because the IN comb does not leak (KM/REST = 0), but the IN comb
can also be hit by the open.

1.4 Module 2b

1.4.1 Layout

With this submodule we want to measure the performance of CS. We want to do a minimum CS
to PS distance check. Moreover we measure the quality of the thin gateoxide and PS-PS defects.
The module consists of a string of PS-CS-OD cells partly covered by a PS-" gate". The word
gate is placed between" " because here the" gate" is not a real gate. The OD areas at both
sides of the gate are connected with eachother. A cross-section of one cell is given in fig.1.19

fig.l.19 Cross-section of PS-CS-OD cell
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A top view of one cell is given in fig.1.20

p p
P p<--- PS gate
p p
p p

oooooooooooooop poooooooooooooo
0 p p 0

ccccccccccccccc p p ccccccccccccccc
c 0 c p p c 0 c

ppppppppppppppppp c p p c ppppppppppppppppp
source p c p p c p drain

ppppppppppppppppp c p p c ppppppppppppppppp
c 0 c pppppp c 0 c
ccccccccccccccc ccccccccccccccc

0 0

0000000000000000000000000000000000

000 00
ccc CS
ppp PS

fig.l.20 Top view of PS-CS-OD cell

The cells are connected to ea.chother as shown in fig.1.21. DD

fig.l.21 PS-CS-OD cells connected to eachother

A plot is given in fig.1.22.
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fig.l.22 Plot of PS-CS-OD cells

The string is tapped of on two places . We can calculate the resistances of the several parts of
the string.
The square resistance of PS is Rsq;PS = 30 ~.

The square resistance of OD is Rsq;OD = 30 ~.

The resistance of one as contacthole is Rcs = 30 O.
The resistance between the begin and the first tap is

squaresPS
Rl = 366cells(12.25 cell * Rsq; PS

squaresOD 1
+1.2 cell * Rsq; OD + 2 * Rcs cell) = 170KO

The resistance between the first tap and the second tap is

squaresPS
R2 = 275cells(12.25 cell * Rsq; PS

squaresOD 1
+1.2 cell * Rsq;OD + 2 * Rcs cell) = 127KO
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The resistance between the first and the second tap is

squaresPS
R3 = 247cells(12.25 cell * Rsqj PS

squaresOD 1
+1.2 cell * RsqjOD + 2 * Rcs cell) = 115Kfl

So the total resistance of the string is

R123 = 170Kfl + 127Kfl + 115Kfl = 412Kfl

All the" gate" electrodes are connected to one bondpad, which should be isolated from all
string.

1.4.2 Measurements

To obtain the measurementresults, which can be interpreted in a way as described in chapter
§1.4.3 we need the following measurements:
-A measurement of the isolation between the string and substrate. All bondpads of the string
(begin, first tap, second tap and end) are connected with eachother. The substrate is connected
with a low voltage for if the device is activated the substrate is low.
The name of this measurement is M2-LPW/PS_
A description is given in appendix L.
-A measurement of the isolation between the string and PS("gate"). The string is connected
with a high voltage, the PS("gate") with a low voltage.
The name of this measurement is M2-LPS/CS=h.
A description is given in appendix L.
-A measurement of the isolation between the PS(" gate") and the string. The string is
connected with a low voltage, the PS(" gate") with a high voltage.
The name of this measurement is M2-LPS/CS=1.
A description is given in appendix L.
-A measurement of the resistance of the first part of the string.
The name of this measurement is M2-R_CS-B/T1.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix O.
-The same measurements for the second and for the third part of the string.
The names are M2-R_CST1/T2 and M2-R_CST2/E_.
-The same measurement for the first and the second part of the string in series.
The name of this measurement is M2-R_CS-B/T2.
-The same measurements for the second and the third part in series, and for the first, the
second and the third part in series.
The names are M2-R_CS-T1/E and M2-R_CS-B/E_.
-A measurement of the resistance between the PS(" gate") and the begin of the string.
The name of this measurement is M2-R-PS/B.=I.
A description is given in appendix O.
-The same measurements between the PS("gate") and the first tap, the second tap and the end
of the string.
The names are M2-R-PS/T1=1, M2-R-PS/T2=1 and M2-R-PS/E_=1.
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1.4.3 Interpretations

We think that the following defects can occur:

1. PS("gate")-CS distance too small (due to e.g. misalignment)

2. PS(" gate")-PS(string) short

3. PS(" gate")-gateoxide-OD defect (pinhole in gateoxide)

4. PS(" gate" )-gateoxide-PW defect (pinhole in gateoxide, no diode is formed, fault model 1)

5. PS(" gate" )-gateoxide-PW defect (pinhole in gateoxide, a diode is formed, fault model 2)

6. PS(string)-PW leakage

7. OD-PW leakage

The defects 1,2 and 3 cannot (yet) be distinghuished.
Defects 4 and 5 are the same defects but their fault-model is different.
The ODN+ areas are defined by the oxide-masks. The N+ will enter the silicium at all places
without oxide. So if there is a hole in the thin oxide between the poly("gate") and the Pwell,
N+ will enter the Pwell through this hole. At this moment a p-n junction is created. The
question is: Will this p-n junction not behave like a diode ( fault-model 1 ) and cause defect 4
or will this p-n junction behave like a diode ( fault-model 2 ) and cause defect 5. The results of
the measurements will help us answer this question. See fig.1.23.

\-P~~LL

ODf'JT/-

fig.l.23 Pin-hole in the thin oxide

Defects 5 and 6 cannot be distinghuished.
The situation with fault model 1 can be represented as in fig.1.24.
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PWel1

fig.l.24 Fault model 1

The situation with fault model 2 can be represented as in fig.1.25.

P{,.)a.11

fig.l.26 Fault model 2

Suppose we had the following meaurements:
-A measurement of the isolation between the string (positive voltage) and the gate (negative).
The result of this measurement is denoted in TABLE 1.6 ALL RELATIONS PS-CP-OD
STRING by S-G. S-G = 0 means isolation, S-G = 1 means leakage.
-A measurement of the isolation between the gate (positive) and the string (negative). The
result of this measurement is denoted in TABLE 1.6 by G-S.
-A measurement of the isolation between gate (positive) and substrate (negative) denoted by
G-PW.
-A measurement of the isolation between the string (positive) and the substrate (negative)
denoted by S-PW.
We will prove that the measurement of the isolation between PS(" gate") and substrate gives no
extra information.
TABLE 1.6 gives all measure results and the interpretations of this results using fault model 1
and fault model 2.
N.B. PWell is the same as substrate.
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S-G G-S S-PW G-PW count as count as
fault model 1 fault model 2

0 0 0 0 no defects no defects
0 0 0 1 impossible impossible
0 0 1 0 PS(string)-PWell PS(string)-PWell
0 0 1 1 impossible impossible
0 1 0 0 impossible impossible
0 1 0 1 PS(" gate" )-PWell impossible
0 1 1 0 impossible impossible
0 1 1 1 impossible impossible
1 0 0 0 impossible impossible
1 0 0 1 impossible impossible
1 0 1 0 impossible PS(" gate" )-PWell

and PS(string)-PWell
1 0 1 1 impossible impossible
1 1 0 0 PS (" gate" )-PS (string) PS(" gate" )-PS(string)
1 1 0 1 impossible impossible
1 1 1 0 impossible impossible
1 1 1 1 PS(" gate" )-PWell PS (string)-PWell

PS(" gate" )-PS(string) PS(" gate" )-PS(string)

TABLE 1.6 ALL RELATIONS PS-CS-OD STRING

IT the rows that give impossible results with fault model 1 as well as with fault model 2 are left
out we get the following TABLE 1.7.

S-G G-S S-PW G-PW count as count as
fault model 1 fault model 2

0 0 0 0 no defects no defects
0 0 1 0 PS(string)-PWell PS(string)-PWell
0 1 0 1 PS(" gate" )-PWell impossible
1 0 1 0 impossible PS(" gate" )-PWell

and PS(string)-PWell
1 1 0 0 PS(" gate")-PS (string) PS (" gate")-PS(string)
1 1 1 1 PS(" gate" )-PWell PS(string)-PWell

PS(" gate" )-PS(string) PS(" gate" )-PS(string)

TABLE 1.7 POSSIBLE RESULTS; RELATIONS PS-CS-OD STRING

The measurement of the isolation between the gate and the substrate (G-PW) gives no extra
information, leaving out this measurement gives TABLE 1.8 in which the relations are still
unique.
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S-G G-S S-PW where count? where count?
fault model 1 fault model 2

0 0 0 no defects no defects
0 0 1 PS(string)-PWell PS(string)-PWell
0 1 0 PS(" gate")-PWell impossible
1 0 1 impossible PS(" gate" )-PWell

and PS(string)-PWell
1 1 0 PS(" gate" )-PS(string) PS(" gate")-PS(string)
1 1 1 PS(" gate" )-PWell PS(string)-PWell

PS("gate")-PS(string) PS(" gate")-PS(string)

TABLE 1.8 POSSIBLE RELEVANT RESULTS; RELATIONS PS-CS-OD STRING

In processing the testdata we first want to know wether there is a leakage current between the
string and the Pwell. If there is a S-PW leakage then we only use the table above and count the
defects. If there is no S-PW leakage then the only defects that can occur are defects in which
the PS("gate") is involved. Then fault modell is used for in the case of no PS(string)-PWell
leakage with fault modell most defects can be detected (See TABLE 1.8.) The defects in which
the PS("gate") is involved can be considered more accurate. To do so we use the resistance
measurements of the string.
N.B. From this point in the text we suppose there is no S.PW-Ieakage.) We denote the
measurement-results by Rl, R2, R3, Rl2, R23, Rl23, RGB, RGF, RGS and RGE.
Rl, R2, R3, Rl2, R23 and Rl23 give information about the resistance between the begin and
the first tap of the string (Rl) about the resistance between the begin and the second tap ofthe
string (Rl2) a.s.o. See fig.1.26 in which the PS(string), the PS("gate") and the substrate are
drawn in another way.
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fig.1. 26 PS(string), PS("gate") and Bubstrate of module 2b

In §1.4.1 we calculated R1 = 170KO, R2 = 127KO, R3 = lI5KO. Due to variations in the
process the resistances can vary. For R1 the nominal resistance range is choosen from 135KO to
205KO. For R2 from 100KO to 154KO, for R3 from 9OKO to 1400.
The nominal resistance range of R12 a.s.o. is of course the sum of the ranges of R1 and R2 a.s.o.
RG B = 1 means that we measured a leakage between the begin of the string and the" gate" .
The resistance between the begin and the PS("gate") is lower than 135KO. RGB = 0 means we
measure no leakage. The resistance between the begin of the string and the" gate" is higher
than 135KO.
RG F = 1 means that we measured a leakage between the first tap of the string and the "gate" .
The resistance between the first tap and the" gate" is lower than 100KO. RGB = 0 means we
measure no leakage. The resistance between the first tap of the string and the" gate" is higher
than 100KO.
The same holds in an analog way for RGS with 90KO and for RGE with 90KO. R1 = 1 means
that the resistance of the first part of the string is lower than the nominal value (is lower than
135KO). R1 = 0 means that the resistance of the first part of the string is in the nominal
resistance range. If R1 is greater than the nominal resistance (greater than 205KO) we say that
an open occurs in the string. The same holds in an analog way for R2, R3, R12 a.s.o. We
observe 0,1,2 or 3 opens. In the part of the string that has no opens we do not observe shorts.
But we are able to detect 0, 1 or 2 shorts in the pieces of the string that have no opens. We use
the table below.
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first second third Rl R2 R3 R12 R23 R13 RGB RGF RGS RGE
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
0 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
2 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

TABLE 1.9 PS("gate") RELATIONS PS-CS-OD STRING

The last 10 columns (Rl..RGE) of the table give possible measurement-results, the first 3
columns give the number of shorts these results have to be transformed to for the three parts of
the string. Wether these are PS(" gate" )-PWell or PS(" gate" )-PS(string) shorts has already
been determined by TABLE 1.8. The columns 'first', 'second' and 'third' give the amounts of
shorts in resp. the first, second and third part of the string. The transformation is unique
except for the relations

first second third Rl R2 R3 R12 R23 R13 RGB RGF RGS RGE
2 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

TABLE 1.10 NON UNIQUE PS("gate") RELATIONS PS-CS-OD STRING

The short in the second part of the string is uncertain. We will not count it. In this case the
first interpretation is (arbitrary) choosen.
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If there is an open in e.g. the first piece of the string, then we can cover the columns Rl, R12
and R123 as well as the column 'first'. The transformation of the other columns with testresults
into the defects in the columns 'second' and 'third' is still unique, except for the relations given
in table 1.10.

Two examples will be given:

ex first sec third Rl R2 R3 R12 R23 R13 RGB RGF RGS RGE
ond

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

I2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

TABLE 1.11 EXAMPLES PS(lgate") RELATIONS PS-CS-OD STRING
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Example 1:

See fig.1.27.

fig.l.27 Shorts in the PS(string) (I)

Rl = 1 so there must be at least 2 shorts in the first part of the string.
R2 = 0 so there must be at most 1 short in the second part of the string.
RGS = 1 so there is a at least 1 short in the second or the third part of the string. RGE = 0 so
there is no short in the third part of the string.
The conclusion is that the first part of the string has 2 shorts, the second part 1, and the third
part none.

Example 2:

See fig.1.28

Bc~iN--rn R~ ~-R~~~ND
R~(5tri,,)

--------------------

fig.l.28 Shorts in the PS(string) (II)

Rl = 0 so there must be at most 1 short in the first part of the string.
Rl = 0 so there must be at most 1 short in the first part of the string.
RGB = 1 so there will be at least 1 short in the first part of the string.
RGS = 0 so there is no short in the second or third part of the string.
The conclusion is that the first part of the string has 1 short, the second and the third part
have no shorts.
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1.5 Module 3

1.5.1 Layout

With this module we want to measure IN-IN shorts, IN opens, PS-PS shorts, PS-IN shorts,
PSS-PSS shorts, PS-PSS shorts, PSS-IN shorts, IN substrate leakage, PS substrate leakage and
PSS substrate leakage. This module is the same as module 2a only PSS is added. The PS and
the IN structure have already been given in fig.1.13 and 1.14. The PSS structure is given in
fig.1.29.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*

+ + + + HR1 HR4
+ + + + + + + +

(upper half + + + + + + + +

matrix) + + + +
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*

+ + + +
+ + + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + +
+ + + +

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++* I
+ + + + I

+ + + + + + + + I
+ + + + + + + + I
+ + + + I

(lower half +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++* I
matrix) + + + + I

+ + + + + + + + I
( I :IN) + + + + + + + + I
(++:PSS) + + + + I
(* :IN-PSS) ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++* I

HR2 HR3
fig.1.29 PSS structure of module 3

A plot of a cell is given in appendix E. A plot of all layers of the cell is given in appendix F. As
well as the PS structure also the PSS structure can be divided into two parts, the upper and
the lower half of a matrix.

1.5.2 Measurements

All measurements performed with submodule 2a are performed with module 3 too. The names
are the same only the 2 is changed into a 3 each time. M2-LIN/PSJ becomes M3-I.lN/PSJ.
Morever we need the following measurements:
-A measurement of the isolation between PS and PSS in the upper half of the matrices.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix M.
The name of this measurement is M3-LPS/PSJ.
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-The same measurement for the lower part of the matrix.
The name is M3-LPS/PS_u.
-A measurement of the isolation between all PSS and the substrate. The substrate is connected
with a low voltage.
The test is described in appendix L.
The name of the test is M3-LPW/PSS_.
-A measurement of the isolation between all IN and the PSS of the upper half of the matrix.
A description is given in appendix L.
The name of the measurement is M3-LIN/PSSu_.
-The same measurement for the lower half of the matrix.
The name is M3-LIN/PSSl_.
-A measurement of the isolation between PSS (upper combs) and PSS (lower combs) for the
upper part of the matrix.
The name is M3-LPSS/u_.
A description of the measurement is given in appendix M.
-The same measurement for the lower part of the matrix.
The name is M3-LPSS/u_.

1.5.3 Interpretations

We interpret the measurement results of module 3 in principle in the same way as the results of
module 2a. The difference is caused by the PSS layer. At first we check wether there is PS
substrate or PSS substrate leakage. These leakages will be counted. IT there is neither a PS
substrate leakage nor a PSS substrate leakage then we look at PS and PSS defects. As far as
PS and PSS are concerned we do the interpretation in two parts, at first the upper matrix, next
the lower matrix. We check if there are PSS-IN or PS-IN shorts and we count them. Flags
indicate wether there have been PS-IN or PSS-IN defects in the matrices. We use TABLE Rl
TOTAL RELATIONS MOD3 (see appendix R) in the same way as TABLE 1.3 TOTAL
RELATIONS MOD2a. to count PS-PS, PS-IN, PSS-PSS, PSS-IN and PS-PSS defects.
Uncertain defects (denoted by a "7") are treated in the same way as in §1.3.3. They are
counted apart. The structure of the IN combs and meanders is exactly the same as in module
2a. So the interpretation of the IN-IN shorts and opens can be done more in detail using
TABLE Ql in appendix Q. TABLE Ql makes possible a subdivision to sizes and a...'nounts of
the IN defects. As far as propagating defects are concerned everything that is stated with
respect to module 2a also holds for module 3.
In module 3 we can have defects propagating between:

1. PS-PSS-IN

2. PS-IN

3. PSS-IN

4. PS-PSS

The chance for defect 1 and defect 4 to happen by accidental coincidation is small, so 1 and 4
do not need compensation. Propagating defects 2 and 3 can be compensated. See also the
TABLE 1.12.
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number PS- PS- PSS- PSS- PS- PS- PS- PS- IN- IN- IN-
PS PS PSS PSS PSS PSS IN IN PSS PSS IN

upp low upp low upp low upp low upp low

+1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
+1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
+2 1 0 x x x x 1 0 x x 1
+2 0 1 x x x x 0 1 x x 1
-2 1 0 x x x x 0 1 x x 1
-2 0 1 x x x x 1 0 x x 1
+3 x x 1 0 x x x x 1 0 1
+3 x x 0 1 x x x x 0 1 1
-3 x x 1 0 x x x x 0 1 1
-3 x x 0 1 x x x x 1 0 1
+4 1 0 1 0 1 0 x x x x 1
+4 0 1 0 1 0 1 x x x x 1

TABLE 1.12 PROPAGATING DEFECTS MODULE 3

+1 means increment the number of propagating defects 1.
-3 means decrement the number of propagating defects 3.
Splitting up the interpretations into the upper and the lower matrices will never cause
problems. For if there is a connection between upper and lower matrix this connection must be
made by two IN-tracks. The connection with an IN-track is always registrated and taken into
consideration.

1.6 Module 4

1.6.1 Layout

With this module we want to measure IN-IN shorts, IN opens, IN substrate leakage, PS-IN
shorts, PS-PS shorts, PS substrate leakage, PS-PSS shorts, PSS substrate leakage and PSS-IN
leakage.
This module consists of PS tracks, PSS combs, an IN comb and IN meanders. The difference
with module 3 is that in module 4 the PS has the same structure as in the complete
memorycell. At the one hand there is the advantage that the structure of the complete cell is
more approximated, at the other hand several PS parts are not measurable. The structure is
shown in fig.l.30.
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fig.l.30 PS-PSS structure of module 4

A plot of the PS, PSS and IN layers without the pieces of PS that are not connected with
bondpads is given in appendix F. A plot of the whole cell is given in appendix H. The PS tracks
and the PSS combs can be divided into two parts, the upper and the lower half of a matrix.
The configuration of the IN comb and the IN meanders is the same as in module 2b.

Measurements

To obtain the measurementresults, which can be interpreted in a way as described in §1.6.3 we
need the following measurements:
-A measurement between all IN and the substrate. The substrate is low.
The testconfiguration of this measurement is described in appendix L.
The name of this measurement is M4-LPW/REST.
-A measurement of the isolation of IN meander 1 versus IN meander 2, the IN comb and the
substrate.
The name of this measurement is M4-LMl/REST.
The testconfiguration of this measurement is described in appendix L.
-The same measurement with IN meander 2.
The name is M4-LM2/REST.
-The same measurement with IN meander 2.
The name is M4-LM2/REST.
-The same measurement with the IN comb.
The name is M2-LKM/REST.
-A resistance measurement of IN meander 1.
The name of this measurement is M4-R...MIL-MIR.
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A description of the testconfiguration is given in appp.ndix O.
-The same measurement with IN meander 2.
The name is M4-R-M2L-M2R.
-A measurement of the isolation of the PS upper matrix versus the substrate. The two PS
combs in the PS upper matrix are connected with eachother.
The name of this measurement is M4-LPW/PSul.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix L.
-A measurement of the isolation of the PS upper matrix versus IN meanders 1 and 2 and the IN
comb.
The name of this measurement is M4-I.1N/PSu_
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix L.
-The same measurement with the lower PS matrix, named M4-I.1N/PSL.
-A measurement of the isolation between the two PS combs in the upper matrix.
The name of this measurement is M4-LPS/PS_u.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix M.
-The same measurement for the lower PS matrix.
The name of this measurement is M4-LPS/PSJ.
-A measurement of the isolation of the PS upper matrix versus the PSS upper matrix. The two
PS combs in the PS upper matrix are connected with eachother, as well as the two PSS combs
in the PSS upper matrix.
The name of this measurement is M4-LPS/PSSu.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix M.
-The same measurement for the lower part of the matrix.
The name is M4-LPS/PSSl.
-A measurement of the isolation of all PSS versus the substrate. The PSS upper and lower
matrix are connected with eachother.
The name of this measurement is M4-LPW/PSS_.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix M.
-A measurement of the isolation of all PSS versus all IN. The PSS upper and lower matrix are
connected with eachother.
-The name of this measurement is M4-I.1N/PSS_.
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix L.

Interpretations

At first we check if there is a PS substrate leakage or a PSS substrate leakage. PS(S) substrate
defects are counted. IT there is a PS substrate leakage or a PSS substrate leakage we do not
look at any PS or PSS defect. IT there is no PS(S) substrate leakage we use TABLE 1.13.
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PS-PS PS-PSS PS-IN PSS-IN IN-IN
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 I?
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 I?
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 I?
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 I?
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 I?
0 I? 11 I? 0
0 I? I? I? I?
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 I?
I? 0 1 0 0
I? 0 1 0 I?
I? 0 1 1 0
11 0 1 1 11
11 1 0 0 0
I? 1 0 0 1
I? 1 0 1 0
I? 1 0 1 I?
11 1 1 0 0
I? 1 1 0 I?
I? I? I? I? 0
I? I? I? I? I?

TABLE 1.13 TOTAL RELATIONS MODULE 4

A "?" means that a defect is an uncertain defect and must be considered carefully. See
explanation at module 2a.
PSS-IN and IN-IN are not divided into upper and lower matrix measurements. PS-PS, PS-PSS
and PS-IN are divided into upper and lower matrix measurements. If a defect causes a short in
the upper matrix that is relevant for the interpretation of the results of the measurements in the
lower matrix this short ( PSS-IN or IN-IN ) is registrated in the lower matrix and taken into
consideration. Flags are set. The same holds for defects in the lower matrix that are relevant
for the upper matrix. So we can split the results from the upper and lower matrix. In module 4
and 5 we do not look at propagating errors, for in their structure no measurable PS lies above
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PSS. Because the IN structure of module 4 is exactly equal to the IN structures of module 2a
and 3 IN measurementresults are interpreted in the same way as in module 2a and 3.

1.7 Module 4b

1.7.1 Layout

With module 4b the performance of CP contacts is measured. Moreover we measure PS-PSS,
PS-PS and PSS-PSS shorts, but primary we are interested in the CP performance. The
submodule consists of a PSS-CP-PS string. One cell is shown in fig.1.32.

IX ~p [X W$IXI p,J IXI I\. IX I

P$

1ig.l.32 Cell 4b

A cross-section is given in fig.1.33.

1ig.l.33 Cross-section cell 4b
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fig.l.S4 The whole PS-CP-PSS string

A plot is given in fig.l.3S

fig.l.S6 A plot of cell 4b

We can calculate the resistances of the several parts of the string.
The square resistance of PS is Rsq;PS = 30 ~.

The square resistance of PSS is Rsq;ODN+ = 100 ~.

The resistance of one CP contacthole is Rcp = 15 O.
The resistance of one unit is

. 20Jlm 2.6Jlm R 0
Runat = -- *Rsq;PS +--+2* cp= 320

2Jlm 2.9Jlm

The resistance between the begin and the first tap is

Rfirst = 399units *320~ = 128KO
unat
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The resistance between the first and the second tap is

Rsecond = 369units *320~ = 118KO
unit

The resistance between the second tap and the end is

Rthird = 352units *320~ = 113KO
umt

1.7.2 Measurements

To obtain the measurementresults which can be interpreted in a way as described in §1.7.3 we
need the following measurements.
-A measurement of the leakage current between the PS-CP-PSS string and the substrate. The
substrate is connected with a low voltage.
The name of this measurement is M4-LCP/PW_
A description of the testconfiguration is given in appendix L.
-A measurement of the resistance of the first part of the string.
The name of this measurement is M4-R..B-TP1_.
A description is given in appendix O.
-The same measurements for the second and the third part of the string.
The names are M4-R_TP1-TP2 and M4-R_TP2-END.

1.7.3 Interpretations

We consider the PS-CP-PSS-string.
The leakage current between string and substrate is 0 or 1.
The resistances of the three parts of the string can be -1 (open, higher than the nominal
resistance) ,0 (nominal) or +1 (shorts, lower than the nominal resistance). The nominal
resistance range for the first part of the string is 120KO-136KO, for the second part of the
string 118KO-126KO and for the third part of the string 105KO-121KO. We measure wether
there is a substrate leakage.
So the number of possible defectconfigurations, given the four measurements mentioned in is
2.3.3.3=54. But we are not primarily interested in PS(S) shorts. So we can leave out of
consideration the resistances + 1. The number of possible defectconfigurations is then reduced
to 2.2.2.2=16. These defectconfigurations converge into 8 classes:

1. no substrate-leakage, 0 opens

2. no substrate-leakage, 1 opens

3. no substrate-leakage, 2 opens

4. no substrate-leakage, 3 opens

5. substrate-leakage, 0 opens

6. substrate-leakage, 1 opens

7. substrate-leakage, 2 opens

8. substrate-leakage, 3 opens

Given the four measurements given in §1.7.2 it is easy to count the substrate leakages occurs
and to count the opens.
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1.8 Module 5

1.8.1 Layout

This module is exactly the same as module 4a, but now CO holes are added. We refer to §1.6.1.

1.8.2 Measurements

The measurements performed with module 4a are performed with module 5 too. The names of
the measurements are the same, only the 4 is changed each time into a 5. M4-R...MLI-MRI
becomes M5-R...ML1-MRl. We refer to §1.6.2.

1.8.3 Interpretations

The interpretations are done in the same way as in §1.6.3.
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Chapter 2

The data-processing system

The data-processing system we developed reads in the measure-results and interprets them as is
described in chapter 1. It relates the number of defects to the lengths and areas determined as
will be described in chapter 3. In this way defect-densities are gained. We use fortran as
programming language. Fortran is the hostlanguage of the language RPL. RPL enables us to
use RS1) a statistical software package. The data- processing system is built in within Cape. It
is menu-driven) interactive and modular. The relation tables used in the interpretations are
implemented as binary search algorithms.

2.1 Cape

Product Yield Modules (PYM)s) are situated next to the Process Control Modules (PCM's) at
the wafers. These PCM)s test process parameters such as threshold voltage) square resistance,
the quality of the thin oxide a.s.o. These PCM)s are situated next to the PYM)s) are measured
together with the PYM)s and the measure-results of the PCM)s are stored in the same file as
the results of the PYM)s. So we built in the data-processing system of the PYM)s in the
data-processing system of the PCM)s. This is also a good case because the data-processing
system of the PCM)s is already distributed in several releases among the Philips IC-Centra in
the world. The data-processing system is called CAPE (Computer Aided Process Evaluation).
In Cape you can interactively choose:
1. The process
2. PCM/PYM
3. The measure program
4. The batch
At the first three choices there is now only 1 possibility to choose. We look at the C4DL
process) at the PYM used for the 16K memories and we have only one measurement program.
But maybe in the future we will look at other processes ore maybe we will use other measure
programs.

2.2 The menu

The dataprocessing system is interactive and menu-driven. In the above paragraph we already
saw several choices are possible. We can also interactively choose the batch we want to analyse.
Choices can be made at several levels. See fig.2.1.
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fig.2.1 Choices made by the user

We can choose the module, the submodule, the kind of defects we want to look at (for example
OD defects or propagating PS-IN defects), a subdivision of defects (do you want to see a
subdivision into small and large defects or into single and multiple defects?).

Example

At the moment of the choice of the module the data-processing system says:

PYM DATA-PROCESSING BATCH <BATCHNAME>

1 = Module 1
2 = Module 2
3 = Module 3
4 = Module 4
5 = Module 5
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What module do you want to have information about?
Enter number (1,2,3,4,5),B(ack or E(xit:

You must enter a number and carriage return.
The data-processing system will now consider the module you did choose.

2.3 The tree of procedures

To realise this menu a tree of procedures has been implemented. This tree is drawn in fig.2.2.
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fig.2.2 The tree of procedures

Each name represents a procedure. Each single branch represents a choice that can be made in
the menu.
Each double branch means that the called procedure will always automatically return to the
calling procedure. (In these procedures with double branches the interpretation of the measure
data is done.) The underlined procedures take care of the datarepresentation. From each level
in the tree you can go back to a higher level (except at the root) or you can exit.

2.4 Modular

The dataprocessing system is modular. If the teststructures are equal and the ways of
interpretation of the testdata are equal for several modules then the way the dataprocessing
system handles the measure data can be equal too. Only at the moment of reading in the
test-data and of display at the screen, the dataprocessing system uses the information about
which module is in consideration (this information is transferred by the procedures down into
the tree).
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2.5 The procedures of module 1 in detail

The Keathley-tester data of one batch is stored in one table. At the moment you choose the
batch you want to analyse the name of the table with the measure data of this batch is assigned
to the variable tab. This variable tab is transfered by the procedures downwards into the tree.
The procedure Pym (every procedurename starts with the character p) chooses the module you
want to look at. Pmodl, Pmod2 and Pmod4 ask the user which submodule he wants to choose.
Pmodll must ask the user wether he wants to look at a specific position at the wafer and if the
answer is yes, at which position, and interpret and represent the CO-substate forward and
breakdown voltage.
Procedure Pmod12 at first asks the user wether he wants to look at a specific position at the
wafer and if the answer is yes, at which position. Hereafter the amounts of all defects are
initialised to zero. Then in a loop all measure results are concerned.
In a pseudo language this piece of the program is:

DO k = 1 TO LASTROW(TAB);
{
interpret the relevant results of row k;
}

The measure data of the position and wafer in consideration are read in. The testnames as
desribed in the several paragraphs 'measurements' in chapter 1 are used. One of the advantages
of using names instead of numbers of columns is that, if a measurement is left out of or added
to the measure program, the data-processing system still works correct. Another advantage is
that you can leave out columns that you do not need.
The PCM measure data of a batch are stored in the same table as the PYM measure results.
The time needed to find a certain column is about linearly dependent on the number of that
column in the table. So we leave out the PCM data to speed up the data processing. At the
moment of a choice between interpreting the PYM data or the PCM data we split up the
measure results in two tables, one with PCM data, another with PYM data. Interpreting the
PYM data we only use the smaller table with the PYM measure results. These are advantages
of the use of names of columns instead of numbers. A disadvantage however is that every
IC-centre in the world that uses the measure program and the data-compaction system must
maintain the names of the measurements.
The implementation of the flow-diagram in fig.1.7 is done in Pmodl2. Pmod12h is called if an
OD track is involved, TABLE 1.1 is implemented in Pmodl2h. Pmod12m is called if the
meander leaks. TABLE PI (Appendix P) is implemented in Pmodl2m.
Each time a certain defect is detected the variable belonging to the amount of that specific
defect is incremented.
The loop mentioned above is repeated until all rows (i.e. the relevant results of all choosen
positions of all wafers) are interpreted.
Now we have got the numbers of all defects we wanted to examine of this batch.
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Intermezzo The binary search algorithm

The implementation of the relationtables is done using the binary search algorithm. At first the
value of the first measurement is examined. Dependent on that value (0 or 1) only the upper or
only the lower part of the relation table is considered. The same is done with the second
measurement a.s.o.

Example

measurementl measurement2 count as
0 0 no defect
0 1 defectl
1 0 defect2
1 1 defect3

TABLE 2.1 BINARY SEARCH

A13 an illustraton the above fictive relation table is used.
In a pseudo-language the piece of program used is:

if (rneasurernentl = 0) then {
if (rneasurernent2 = 0) then good = good+l;

else defect2 = defect2+1;}
else {

if(rneasurernent2 = 0) then defect3 = defect3+1;
else defect4 = defect4+1;}

If meander resistances are concerned there are three possibilities -1 (resistance smaller than
nominal resistance), 0 (nominal resistance), +1 (resistance greater than nominal resistance). In
that case the search is ternary.

End intermezzo

Now all the information about the defects in the OD-IN submodule in module 1 is known.
The user can choose in Pmod12b wether he wants to see a global overview (procedure
Pmod12bt is called) or a subdivision of the IN defects (procedure Pmod12bi is called). If he
wants to see a global overview procedure Pmod12bt makes a table with the amounts of
numbers of the several defects. A bargraph is made from this table. Moreover the numbers of
defect are related to the layout of the used teststructures. The number of shorts in one layer is
divided by the edge length of the non-related areas situated next to each other. The number of
shorts between two layers is divided by the overlapping area of these two layers. The number of
opens is divided by the length of the string that should be continuo The way these lengths and
areas are computed will be described in chapter 3. The defect-densities
( defect-density = Do = #::!(~)tI )
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the data-processing system computes are, as well as the bargraphs with the absolute numbers of
defects, displayed at the screen. You can see the way of representation in appendices Sand T.

At the moment the bargraph and the defect densities are displayed the menu says:

Do you want to continue, edit, hard copy, save or look at used data? [continue}

With the edit option the layout of the bargraph can be changed.
IT the user wants to make a hard copy the bargraph will be printed on the printer he can
choose. You can see the results in appendix.
With the option save you can save the bargraph with your own name in your database.
Look at used data makes it possible to look at the table used to make the bargraph. See table
2.2.

TOTAL TESTED PYM's 75
GOOD PYM's 57
IN-IN SHORTS 15

OD-OD SHORTS 2
IN OPENS 3

IN-OD SHORTS 2
OD-PWELL LEAKAGES 0

TABLE 2.2 USED DATA

If you have seen this table you can also make a hard copy of the table. Moreover you can save
the table. The format with which the table is saved enables us to make wafermaps and
contourplots in an easy way. (Wafermaps and contourplots are given in appendices U,V,W and
X.).
With the option continue, which is default, you return to the tree-menu.
In the tree-menu the system asks the user wether he wants to see more (go back in the tree) or
if he wants to exit.
We now moved down into the tree to Pmod12b and Pmod12bi. Appendix Y gives a list of the
variables used in the program that represent a number of defects. Also their meaning is given.
The remainder of the dataprocessing system principally works in the same way. An overview of
the used procedures will be given in §2.6.

2.6 An overview of the procedures of module 2,3,4 and 5

Pmod21 processes the data of module 2a. (See fig.2.2). Pmod21psin counts the PS-PS defects
and the PS-IN defects (TABLE 1.3). Pmod21in counts the IN-IN defects (TABLE Ql in
appendix Q). In the menu you can choose if you want to see the number of PS-PS defects, the
number of propagating defects or the number of the IN defects. If you want to see the PS-PS
defects Pmod2345ps is called and you will see in a bargraph the total number of tested PYM's
the number of good modules (i.e. modules in which not any defect has been measured) the
number of PS-PS defects and the number of PS-IN defects. Pmod22prop is called if you ask for
the number of propagating defects. IT Pmod2345inb is called because you wanted to have
information about the IN defects, you are asked wether you want to see a ~iobal overview of all
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IN defects (Pmod2345inbt is called ), wether you want tf'\ see a subdivision in amounts
(Pmod2345inba) in size (Pmod2345inbs) or in size and amounts (Pmod2345inbsa). Appendix T
gives an example of IN defects divided into size and amounts.
Pmod22 processes the data of module 2b. In Pmod22g TABLE 1.8 is implemented. In
Pmod22sgpw TABLE 1.9 is implemented.
Pmod3 processes the data of module 3. The principle is the same as in Pmod21. Pmod3pin
takes care of the PSS that is added in module 3. Looking at module 3 you are asked by the
menu wether you want to see the IN defects (Pmod2345inb), propagating defects (Pmod3prop),
the PS defects (Pmod2345ps) ,the PSS defects (Pmod345pss) or the PS-PSS defects
(Pmod2345pspss) .
In Pmod4 you can choose wether you want to look at the PS-CP-PSS string (module 4b,
Pmod4cp is called) or at module 4a. Module 4a and module 5 have the same structure and are
measured and interpreted in the same way, so the program calls the subroutine Pmod45 as well
as for module 4a as for module 5. As said before, in §2.4 the information which module is in
consideration is remembered by the program. Pmod45 principally works in the same way as
Pmod3.

2.7 RPL, RSI

We use fortran as programming language, since CAPE uses fortran too. Fortran is the
hostlanguage of RPL (Research Programming Language). RPL enables us to use RS1
(Research System 1), a statistical software package that can easily manipulate big tables with
data. RS1 and RPL also have lots of possibilities to represent data. For example bargraphs can
be made. RPL has the disadvantage that it is slow. We combine the advantages of RPI-RS1
and fortran. So if fastness is needed fortran is used and if big tables must be handled or
bargraphs must be made then we use RPL.

2.8 What area should a defect monitor be?

The results show almost no defects in modules 2b and 4b. Probably the areas sensitive to
defects are too small.
We want to give most attention to the other (sub)modules.
Dr.Rey wrote an article about what area a defect monitor should be.[lit.2] He states the greater
the area sensitive to defects (also called critical area) the more meaningfull statistical
information can be given.
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Chapter 3

The data-set of the relevant geometries in
the layout - Defect sensitivity functions

3.1 Why look at layout geometries?

In chapter 1 and 2 is described how defects are classified with respect to their amount,
frequency and size. But what information gives this absolute classification? We could relate
these defects to lengths, area's and amounts of geometries in the layout.
Process-technologists speak in terms of defect-densities. So in the data-processing system
(chapter 2) we want to give the defect-densities. To be able to do so the relevant geometries of
specific layers in the layout must be known.
A string of 1 meter interconnect having a break differs from a string of 10 micrometer having a
break. So if we count opens in strings we want to know the lengths of the strings.
IT the shorts between two tracks are qualified we want to know the length along which and the
spacing with which the strings are situated next to each other. See fig.3.!.

fig.3.1 Length and spacing

So the length of elements next to electrically non-related elements in the same layer at a certain
range of spacings is interesting. (Electrically non-related since defects in U and 0 structures are
not measured .)
At the moment the ODN+-substrate leakage is considered we are interested in the contour and
the area of the ODN+.
IT the defects between two layers are concerned the overlapping area between these two layers is
relevant.
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Next to the lengths, ranges and areas the amounts of layout elements with a certain length,
with a certain spacing and the amounts of overlaps are interesting. See fig.3.2 and 3.3.

fig.3.2 Different amounts, different defect behaviour (I)

fig.3.3 Different amounts, different defect behaviour (II)

In fig.3.2 the amount of pieces where IN is situated next to IN at a distance in the range from
2.25Jjm to 2.75Jjm is 4. In fig.3.3 this number is 1. It is important to know this for the etch
behaviour in fig.3.2 differs from the etch behaviour in fig.3.3, since the etch liquid can reach the
places where material must be etched away easier in fig.3.2 than in fig.3.3. The defect
behaviour will differ.
Knowing the amounts of lengths within certain ranges histograms can be made with the
amounts of pieces versus ranges. See fig.3.4.
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fig.3.4 Histograms

In order to get the wanted lengths and areas we use the circuitextractors Dracula and Local-45
as follows:
See fig.3.5.
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CMSK

Applicationfile
- Mask/Pattern
manipulations
-Ranges

Applicationfile
- Areas
- Lengths
- Numbers

CMSK - GDS2

GDS2

- DRACULA

GDS2'

- LOCAL-45

OUTPUT

1ig.3.6 The extraction traject
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At first a conversion of the layout description from a CIRCUITMASK format to a
CALMA-GDS2 format was needed since only the CMSK (CIRCUITMASK) description was
present and Dracula needs a GDS2-format.
Next the specifications must be given. We must for al modules state which lengths and which
areas we want to extract. See §3.2.
With these specifications the applicationfiles for Dracula and Local45 are written. We combine
the strong features of Dracula and Local45. Dracula (§3.3) can manipulate masks logically. An
AND function of two masks gives a new mask with the overlapping area. The mask with
overlap gives the pieces of layout sensitive to defects between the two mask-layers. Moreover
the designrulechecker of Dracula can give the area between two elements in a layer if the
distance (spacing) between these two elements is within a certain range. This area is also put
into a new mask. Places in the layout, part of this new mask, are sensitive to defects with an
effective size greater than the maximum spacing in the range. The ranges are increased in the
specifications. So defect-sensitivity functions are determined. The GDS2 description of the old
and the new mask, called GDS2' in fig.3.5, is input of Local45.
Local45 (§3.4) can compute areas and contourlengths. So the total overlapping area can be
computed. Moreover Local45 can compute the length of a mask pattern contour where it
borders some other mask combination. So the length of the contour of the pattern between the
two elements where the pattern borders the two elements can be computed. This length divided
by 2 is the length with which we want to relate our defects in order to get a defect-density.
The information about the spacings between the several elements is not used in the
data-processing system.

3.2 Specifications

The specifications are given in appendix Z.

In the specifications we must state exactly what we want to know:
-The overlapping areas between the masks as far as we classify the defects between the masks.
-The lengths of the pieces between electrically non-related layoutelements of one mask, as far as
the distance between these elements is within a certain range of spacings and as far as we
qualify the defects in that mask.
-If opens are considered we want to know the lengths of the strings.
The determination of the overlapping area between IN and PS and the determination of the
length of the pieces between PS and PS as far as the spacing between PS and PS is in the range
from 2.01Lm to 2.3751Lm will be used as examples through this chapter. (See the underlined lines
in the list with the specifications in appendix Z.)
With the specifications we write the applicationfiles of Dracula and Loca145. Dracula and
Loca.l45 are great software packages. Lots of people want to use them for different purposes. It
is not good to let all people change the whole package. So everybody can write his own
applicationfile in which he can tell Dracula or Local45 what to do. The ways Dracula and
Loca.l45 manipulate are described in §3.3 and §3.4.
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3.3 Dracula

It is possible with Dracula to perform logical operations on masks. Overlap can be determined
by performing an AND function on two masks. A new mask is created, with all overlapping
pieces of the two masks in the whole layout. This new mask gives the area where the layout is
sensitive to defects between the original masks.
Moreover Dracula can give the area between two elements if the spacing between these two
elements is within a certain range. See for example fig.3.6.

5.0 p,m

3.5 p,m

3.5 p,m

fig.3.6 Defect-sensitive areas with Dracula

Here Dracula's designrulechecker is asked to give the area between the two drawn elements if
the spacing is in the range from 3.25Jlm to 3.75Jlm. Dracula will generate the black area as
drawn in fig.3.5, with a new maskname.
N.B. Pieces of layout with 450 edges are also handled.
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The Dracula-applicationfile of module 2 is given in appendix AA. In this file at first input and
output are arranged. GDS2 does not work with masknames but with masknumbers. So in
Dracula the rigth masks must be assigned to the rigth numbers. Next (see the underlined lines
in appendix AA) an AND operation between all layers and the so called 'ZZ-mask' is done. The
ZZ-mask is a square which place and size can be freely choosen. Using the ZZ-mask we look at
the layout through a window. This migth be conveniant.
With the conunand

AND ZIN ZPS ZINPS

a new layer is defined as the AND function of the windowed IN and PS masks.

SIZE ZINPS BY 0 OUTPUT PSO 15

causes the ZINPS mask not to be enlarged and to be send to output with number 15.

EXT[R] ZPS RANGE 2.0 TO 2.375 WW16
SIZE WW16 BY 0 OUTPUT PSI 16

creates a new layer PSI with the area between windowed PS at a distance of 2.0Jlm - 2.375Jlm.
This layer is send to output with number 16.
In appendices AB and AC the PS comb structure of module 2a is shown. (See also appendices
C and D.) In appendix AC also the mask PSI which is made by the above Dracula command is
gIven.
The elements of the PSI mask are sensitive to defects with an effective size greater than
2.375Jlm. By an increase in the specified spacings (which is done as you can see in appendix Z)
we can determine defect-sensitivity functions. The mask with overlap between IN and PS gives
all pieces of the layout sensitive to IN-PS shorts.

3.4 Local45

The set of masks generated by Dracula is the input of Local45. Local45 computes the area of
the masks, besides Local45 can compute the length of a mask pattern contour where the mask
borders another mask.
Local45 can be asked, for example, to give the contourlength of the black element in fig.3.6
where the black element borders the original white elements. If we divide this length by 2 we
have the length along which the original white elements have a spacing in the range from
3.25Jlm to 3.75Jlm.
Local45 has three applicationfiles:
-<name> .loc tells Local what to do
-<name> .xxx says which files are input and output
-gds2.msk
combines the numbers in the CALMA-GDS2 format again with the masknames
The Local application file <name>.loc for module 2 is given in appendix AD.
First all layout elements are read in. Everytime a layout element is read in a record is made.
The contents of this record depend on the mask to which the element belongs and on the
geometric characteristics of the element.
The conunand
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linps = inps : gas c(13) n(linps) t

(see the underlined lines in appendix AD) says that for each read element of the INPS mask a
record must be made with a field filled with linps denoting the mask INPS. Between g and s we
can tell Local45 what parameters of the layout elements must be stored. An a means that three
parameters are given:
-par(l) = the area of the element
-par(2) = the contourlength of the element as far as the contourpieces are horizontal or vertical
-par(3) = the length of the projection on the horizontal axis of the 45°-edges in the contour.
Between sand t keys are given that will be stored in the record. The meaning of c(13) is that
key(l) equals the constant 13. The meaning of n(linps) is that key(2) in the record is the
number of the layout element that has been read in.

Ips! = psI: g a(lps) s c(17) n(lps1) t

makes a record for each PSI element (i.e. for areas between two pieces of PS with a spacing in
the range between 2.0Jlm and 2.375Jlm. In par(2) and par(3) the contourlengths are given as far
as the contour borders PS.
Similar statements are given for all masklayers.
Now in a loop all records are read.
It depends on the key (on the mask) what variables will be increased.

if key(l) eq 13 then inc(13) var(104) = var(104)+par(1) fi

says that if the first key of the record equals 13 (this is the case if a INPS element has been
read in) variable 13 must be incremented. As all variables initially are zero, in the end variable
13 will be the number of overlaps between IN and PS in the specified window. Variable 104 will
be increased with the area (par(1) of the element this record belongs to. Finally variable 104
will be the total overlapping area between the IN and the PS mask in the ZZ window.

if key(l) eq 17 then inc(17) var(61) = var(61) + par(2) + 1.414*par(3) fi

This command lets var(61) be the total contourlength PSI where it borders PS.
Similar statements are given for the other masklayers.
At least output is created. Information about the extracted layout is given. The commands

"in-ps area = " a(var(104»
"# = " v(var(13»

(see the underlined lines in appendix AE) result in sending the overlapping area between IN
and PS to output. The a of a(var(l04)) is necessary since variable 104 is stored in units of area.

"ps-ps length range 2.0 to 2.375 = " l(var(6l)/2)
"# = v(var(17»

causes the length of PS next to non-related PS in the given range of spacings to be send to
output.
Similar statements are given for all wanted output.
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3.5 Results,times and core

The layouts of the Product Yield Modules consist of cells that are repeated in the horizontal
and in the vertical direction. The runs with Dracula and Local45 are done for the cells as well
as for the total modules. (With the ZZ window mask one cell or the whole mask can be taken
into consideration.) In the tables 3.1 and 3.2 the runtimes and the needed memory are given.
See also fig.3.5.

BLOCKS BLOCKS TIME BLOCKS BLOCKS TIME BLOCKS
NAME DRAC OVER- lOCAL OVER-

CMS GDS2 MIN: HEAD GDS2' MIN: HEAD
SEC DRAC SEC lOCAL

MOD1 17 32 5:12 10034 6732 13:17 2305
MOD2 20 56 31:58 23828 16632 24:00 4011
MOD3 21 56 50:53 46107 32356 47:22 9244
MOD4 23 28 24:08 19341 20268 35:01 5694
MODS 28 68 7:11 16262 12432 18:47 3351

TABLE 3.1 MODULE RUNTIMES AND CORE DRACULA AND lOCAL

BLOCKS BLOCKS TIME BLOCKS BLOCKS TIME BLOCKS
NAME DRAC OVER- lOCAL OVER-

CMS GDS2 MIN: HEAD GDS2' MIN: HEAD
SEC DRAC SEC lOCAL

CEll 4 8 2:12 688 52 0:33 22
CEl2 6 8 4:23 1238 116 0:32 134
CEl3 7 12 6:13 1614 172 1:06 191
CEl4 7 8 1:57 510 48 0:24 61
CEl5 7 8 2:04 582 52 0:26 61

TABLE 3.2 CEl RUNTIMES AND CORE DRACULA AND lOCAL

In the column 'BLOCKS CMS' the amount of memory-blocks needed for the CMSK description
are given. 'BLOCKS GDS2' gives the core needed for the CALMA-GDS2 description. 'TIME
DRACULA' gives the times Dracula needs for its runs. Dracula creates lots of files in which
tempory data is stored. These files will only be used by Dracula itself. 'BLOCKS OVERHEAD
DRAC' gives the number of bocks necessary for these tempory files. 'BLOCKS GDS2" gives
the amount of blocks needed for the GDS2' description ( = output of Dracula = input of
Local45). The core needed for the tempory files of Local is given in the column 'BLOCKS
OVERHEAD LOCAL'.
Dracula and Local need much runtime. Dracula creates lots of overhead and the GDS2'
description needs much more space than the GDS2 description. This is caused by the fact that
Dracula does not take into account repetetive structures. (N.B Also within the cells repetition
occurs.)
It appears that the runtimes of Dracula grow with the amount of logical operations and
distance-checks. The runtimes of Local increase if the amount of masks increases. The runtimes
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of Dracula and Local45 also appear to depend on the number of layout elements.
In module 5 for example we left out the pieces of PS that are not measurable. (The PS
structure of module 4 equals the PS structure of module 5.) There are lots of those pieces (see
appendix I) and lots of distance-checks are performed on PS. So in table 3.1 we see a decrease
in runtimes and needed memory-blocks if we compare mod4 and mod5.
By the way, of course the defects classified in module 4 and module 5 must, as far as PS is
concerned, be related to the geometric results of module 5, since the defects in PS that are not
measurable will not be detected and classified.
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Conclusions

A testprogram for the PYM's has been written and is implemented. The interpretation of the
results via relationtables has been examined and is implemented in a data-processing system.
Defects (shorts and opens) have been classified with respect to amount, frequency of occurence
and size are represented. With Dracula and Local45 relevant layout-geometries are extracted.
In the data-processing system the classified defects and layout-geometries are combined to
defect-densities.
We have got a defectmodel.
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Suggestions for further research

-In modules 2a and 3 PS and PSS combs are used. The purpose is a.o. to detect PS and PSS
shorts by measuring leakage currents.

The structure used now is schematically:

HIS I

HB2
HOi

fig.S.l Current PS PS teststructure

There will be no defect between the upper part and the lower part. This means a reduction in
the information that can be gained. We can detect at most 2 shorts (HBI-HB2 j HOI-H02)
With the following structure we can detect 4 shorts.
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BZ

[53

8'1

fig.S.2 Another PS PS teststructure

So with the same number of bondpads and the same area we have 2 times more information.

-A disadvantage of the strings in modules 2b and 4b is that at least three processteps are
necessarily, so it becomes difficult to trace the cause of a defect.

-Now 18 bondpads are used to look at the area of 1 module. Maybe 2 times 18 bondpads can be
used to get more information with the same area. The optimal number of bondpads depends on
the available area and the expected defect density.

-Now 2 meanders are used.
These meanders are twisted.
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To twist the meanders PS bridges are necessarily. The resistlUlce of the PS is high. This means
a reduction in the possibilities of getting information out of the series resistance. Furthermore
the cause of opens in the meanders is not uniquely given . .AIl open in the meander can be
caused by an open in IN, an open in the PS and a bad IN-PS contact.
If more strings are used we can say more about the sizes of the defects. The number of strings
can depend on the expected defect size.
We can leave the crossings and use combs to separate strings that would lay next to themselves
else. See the figure beneath.

-----r----------""T"--- L omf3
fY) E fitJ DEI?.

mEI9NDEI<.
--------..........-------c.OfY>8

fig.8.3 Untwisted meanders
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Given the area and the number of strings we can vary the number of bondpads, in order to
achieve maximum information.

-For some batches the number of IN opens was much higher than was expected. We decided to
measure the string-resistances of one batch with lots of IN opens by hand. The Tektronix 3270
tester has been used, with a different measure program and with different measure procedures.
We saw that in some cases the first measurement with the Keathley-tester gave an open, where
the Tektronix 3270 tester measured a nominal resistance. Probably this has been caused by bad
contact between the probes and the bondingpads. .
In order to avoid these problems the meanders of the MEGA-PYM's are connected with two
times two bondingpads. At first the continuity between the pairs of bondingpads is measured.
Only if a current between the probes guarantees contact with the bondingpads the result is
interpreted.
Another solution to this problem is to place two pins at one bondpad and check the continuity
between these two pins.

-At the moment the data-processing system works interactively. The user can say what
information he wants. We should like to use a command-file in order to automatically process
the data of one batch at once.

-Now measure data is processed again and again using the relationtables and the flow-diagrams
each time information about a batch is asked. Maybe the results of the data-processing, i.e.
amounts of classified defects can be stored in a file after the processing of the measure-data.
This file can be assigned dynamically by the processing system. The measure-data that has
been processed can be deleted. This would mean a reduction in processing time and a reduction
in memory needed for data-storage.

-Yield.
The extractions with dracula and local45 can also be performed with the layout of the memory.
The relevant lengths and areas and the measured defect-densities of the defect-model can be
combined with a statistical yieldmodel in order to predict the yield. Now the information about
spacings can be used, since we have got information about the sizes in the classification of the
defects. The causes of yield-loss are given. In the design these causes could be taken into
consideration. E.g. if the defect-density in IN is high and the defect-density in PS is low we
could decrease the PS PS distance and increase the IN IN distance. A new yield-prediction will
tell wether this change will improve the yield or not.
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-If we know what defects occur most then with a fault-model we can predict what faults will
occur most in the memory. The set of testvectors used in the functional tests could be adapted
to the expected faults.

-Maybe while developping fault-correction mechanisms (lit.3) the probability of occurence of
faults derived with the defect-, the yield- and the faultmodel could be taken into account.

-It would be interesting to compare the wafermaps with the results of the functional tests with
the PYM-wafermaps.
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Appendix A A plot of IN,CO and on in eel Ib
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Appendix B A plot ofIN,OD,PS and CP in cellb
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Appendix C A plot of IN and PS in eel 2a
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Appendix D A plot of all layers in eel 2a
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Appendix E A plot of IN,PS and PSS in eel 3
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Appendix F A plot of all layers in eel 3
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Appendix G A plot of IN,PS and PSS in eel 4a
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Appendix H A plot of all layers in eel 4a
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Appendix I A plot of all layers in eel 5
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Appendix J Measurement F2100

A description of a multiple terminal diode forward test is given. The mea
surement is called multiple terminal because more bondpads can be con
nected with the high and the low voltage. The testconfiguration is given in
fig.Jl.

ISl HI VM1H

+----------+-----------+------------------+
I,
I

+ ,

I
+-------+

I I
'SOURCE
I
, ISl

+

HIX

\ /
\ / DUT
\ /

+-----+
I V I
IMETERI
I I
I VMl I

+-------+ I +-----+
- I LOX I

, + ,

I ,

I I I "
+----------+-----------+------------------+-------\ ,

LO VMl GND ,

fig.Jl Testconfiguration for measurement F2100

The measure program is a FORTRAN program in which the test-subroutines
are called successively. The subroutine call of this measurement has the
form:

CALL F2100(HI,HIX,LO,LOX,SIGN,FORCEI,TID,PARAM)

The meaning of the subroutine call and it's arguments will be explained.
F2100 is the subroutine name. With this subroutine we force a current by
the current source lSI. The voltage over the DUT (Device Under Test) is
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measured and send to output.
HI»HIX»LO,LOX must be substituted by numbers of pins at a probechart.
During the test the pins of the probechart are put on the bondpads of the
PYMs. The configuration of the bondingpads and the pins at the probechart
is standard as drawn in fig.J2.

fig.J2 Bondingpads- and Probechartpinnumbers

By assigning the rigth pinnumbers to the arguments HI a.s.o. we can mea
sure between the choosen combination of bondingpads.
SIGN denotes the direction of the forced current. SIGN = +1 means a pos
itive current, SIGN = -1 means a negative current. In our case the current
is positive.
FORCEI gives the magnitude of the forced current in A. We force a current
of l00pA.
TID is the Function (test) identifier. TID is determined by FORCEI.
If FORCEI is 1.0E-6 then TID is 2101.
If FORCEI is 1.0E-5 then TID is 2102.
If FORCEI is 1.0E-4 then TID is 2103.
If FORCEI is 1.0E-3 then TID is 2104.
At any other value of FORCEI TID is 2199.
The Measured Diode Forward Voltage» measured with voltagemeter VMl
is assigned to PARAM , which is send to output. The measured voltage is
limited to 9.5 Volt. If the voltage becomes higher the current is restricted.
So the maximum measurable resistance is l~:A =95KO.
The FORTRAN measure program works on a Keathley-tester.
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Appendix K Measurement F2200

A description of a multiple terminal diode breakdown voltage measurement
is given. The measurement is called multiple terminal because more bond
pads can be connected with the high and the low voltage. The testconfigu
ration is given in fig.Kl.

IS1 HI VM1H

+----------+-----------+------------------+
I
1
I

+ I
I

+-------+

I I
ISOURCE
I
I IS1

+

HIX

/ \
/ \ DUT

/ \

+-----+
I V I
1METER I
I 1
1 VM1 I

+-------+ I +-----+
- I LOX I

I + 1
I I
1 I 1 I I
+----------+-----------+------------------+-------11

La VM1 GND I

fig.K1 Testconiiguration for measurement F2200

The measure program is a FORTRAN program in which the test-subroutines
are called successively. The subroutine call of this measurement has the
form:

CALL F2200(HI,HIX,LO,LOX,SIGN,FORCEI,VMAX,DLADD,TID,PARAM)

F2200 is the subroutine name. With this subroutine we force a current
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by the current source lSI. The voltage over the DUT (Device Under Test)
is measured and send to output.
HI,HIX,LO,LOX,SIGN and FORCEI are used in the same way as described
in Appendix J. Here a current of lJlA is forced.
The measured voltage is limited to VMAX. IT the voltage becomes higher
the current is restricted.
DLADD is an additional delay (in msec) to the default delay of 5 msec. be
tween the forcing of the current and the measurement of the voltage. Here
DLADD is choosen to be 100 (msec). TID is the Function (test) identifier.
TID is determined by FORCEI.
If FORCEI is 1.0Fr9 then TID is 2201.
If FORCEI is 1.0Fr8 then TID is 2202.
If FORCEI is 1.0Fr7 then TID is 2203.
If FORCEI is 1.0Fr6 then TID is 2204.
At any other value of FORCEI TID is 2299.
The Measured Diode Breakdown Voltage, measured with voltagemeter VMl
is the value of PARAM (in Volts), which is send to output. The FORTRAN
measure program, which calls the several subroutines works on a Keathley
tester.
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Appendix L Measurement F31JOI

A description of a multiple terminal isolation measurement is given. The
testconfiguration is given in fig.LI.

IS1 HIl.HI2 •..•HIl6 VM1H

+---------------+--------------+
I III
I III

+ I III
+-------+ +---+ +-----+
I I I I V I
ISOURCE I I IMETER I
I IDUTI I I
I IS1 I I I VM1 I
+-------+ I I +-----+

- I +---+
I III
I III
I III I I
+---------------+--------------+----------1 I

L01.L02 •..•L016 VM1L GND I

fig.L1 Testconfiguration for measurement F31J01

The measure program is a FORTRAN program in which the test-subroutines
are called successively. The subroutine call of this measurement has the
form:

CALL F31J01(HIl,HI2, .. ,HIl6,L01,L02,..,L016,FORCEI,VMAX,DLADD,TID,PARAM)

F31JOl is the subroutine name. With this subroutine we force a current
by the current source lSI. The voltage over the DUT (Device Under Test)
is measured and send to output.
HIl, .. ,HIl6,L01,.. ,L016 can be connected with several bondpads using the
rigth numbers. (See appendix J). FORCEI can be used in the same way as
described in Appendix J. Here a current of IpA is forced.
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The measured voltage is limited to VMAX. IT the voltage becomes higher
the current is restricted. VMAX is choosen 7.5 Volts. So the measured
resistance is limited to F~'1t~I =7.5MO.
DLADD is an additional delay (in msec) to the default delay of 5msec be
tween the forcing of the current and the measurement of the voltage. Here
DLADD is choosen to be 30 (msec).
TID is the Function (test) identifier. TID is determined by FORCEI.
If FORCEI is 1.0E-6 then TID is 3101.
If FORCEI is 1.0E-5 then TID is 3102.
If FORCEI is 1.0E-4 then TID is 3103.
If FORCEI is 1.0E-3 then TID is 3104.
At any other value of FORCEI TID is 3199.
The measured voltage is send to output as paramo
If the output is 7.5V i.e. the measured resistance is equal to or greater than
7.5MO we state there is a good isolation. Interpreting the results we binary
denote this result by a O. IT the output is less than 7.5V i.e. the measured
resistance is less than 7.5MO we state there is bad good isolation. Inter
preting the results we binary denote this result by a l.
The FORTRAN measure program, which calls the several subroutines works
on a Keathley-tester.
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Appendix M Measurement F3100

A description of a two terminal isolation measurement is given. The test
configuration is given in fig.MI.

IS1 Hl,UII VM1H
+---------------+--------------+
I II
I II

+ I II
+-------+ +---+ +-----+
I I I I V I
ISOURCE I I IMETERI
I IDUTI I I
I IS1 I I I VM1 I
+-------+ I I +-----+

- I +---+
I II
I II
I II I I
+---------------+--------------+----------1 I

LO,LOX VM1L GND I

fig.M1 Testconfiguraton for measurement F3100

The measure program is a FORTRAN program in which the test-subroutines
are called successively. The subroutine call of this measurement has the
form:

CALL F3100(HI,HIX,LO,LOX,FORCEI,VMAX,DLADD,TID,PARAM)

F3100 is the subroutine name. With this subroutine we force a current by
the current source lSI. The voltage over the DUT (Device Under Test) is
measured and send to output.
This subroutine is the same as subroutine F3llal, except for one difference:
in F3100 only two terminals can be connected to the high and the low
voltage, in F3llal multiple terminals can be connected.
We use the same values for FORCEI, VMAX and DLADD as in F3llal
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(See appendix L). In the test identifier names 31J is changed by 31.
The FORTRAN measure program, which calls the several subroutines works
on a Keathley-tester.
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Appendix N Measurement FII00

A description of a two terminal resistance measurement is given. The test
configuration is given in fig.NI.

ISl HI VM1H PEl
+---------------+--------------+ +
1
1

+ I
+-------+ +---+ +-----+
I I I I V I
1SOURCE 1 1 IMETERI
1 IDUTI 1 I
I ISl I I 1 VMl 1
+-------+ I 1 +-----+

- I +---+ I·
I I
I 1
I I 1 I 1
+---------------+--------------+------+--11

LO VM1L GND I

fig.Nl Testconfiguration for measurement Fll00

The measure program is a FORTRAN program in which the test-subroutines
are called successively. The subroutine call of this measurement has the
form:

CALL FllOO(HI,LO,PEX,FORCEI,TID,PARAM)

FllOO is the subroutine name. With this subroutine we force a current by
the current source lSI. The voltage over the DUT (Device Under Test) is
measured. The resistance is calculated automatically and send to output.
HI,LO and FORCEI are used in the same way as described in Appendix J.
Here a current of IJ.LA is forced.
PEX is connected with ground, but the current to PEX is not measured.
The measured voltage is limited to 9.5 Volt. If the voltage becomes higher
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the current is restricted. So the measured resistance is limited to F~r:.C~I'
TID is the Function (test) identifier. TID is determined by FORCEI.
If FORCEI is 1.0&.6 then TID is 1101.
If FORCEI is 1.0&'5 then TID is 1102.
If FORCEI is 1.0&'4 then TID is 1103.
If FORCEI is 1.0&.3 then TID is 1104.
At any other value of FORCEI TID is 1109.
The voltage measured with voltagemeter VMI is divided by FORCEI and
the calculated resistance becomes the value of PARAM (in 0). Param is
send to output.
The FORTRAN measure program, which calls the several subroutines works
on a Keathley.tester.
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Appendix 0 Measurement F1500

A description of a three terminal gated resistor measurement is given. The
testconfiguration is given in fig.Ol.

IS1 HI VM1H PEX
+-------------------------+------------+ +
I

+ I
+------+ +---+
I I I 1 I I
1SOURCE 1 BIGA 1 I 1
1 1 +--------1 IDUTI
1 IS1 I I 1 I 1
+------+ I 1 I I

I +- -+
IM1L I

+-----+
1 V I
1METER I
I I
I VM1 I
+-----+

+-----+
1 I 1
IMETER 1

I IM1 1

+-----+
IM1H I

I
1

VS4 I +

+------+
I V 1

ISOURCE I
1 VS4 I •
+------+ 1

1 - 1
1 I

+-----------+------------+------------+-----11
LO VM1L Gm)1

fig.01 Testconfiguration for measurement F1600
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The measure program is a FORTRAN program in which the test-subroutines
are called successively. The subroutine call of this measurement has the
form:

CALL Fl500(HI,LO,HIGA,PEX,FORCEI,VGAT,TID,PARAM)

Fl500 is the subroutine name. With this subroutine we force a current by
the current source lSI. The voltage over the OUT (Device Under Test) is
measured, the resistance is calculated automatically and send to output.
HI, LO can be connected with several bondpads using the rigth numbers.
(See appendix J).
HIGA can be connected with a bondpad that we want to force to a certain
voltage, with a check of the current that flows via that bondpad. If the
current that flows via HIGA is greater than O.OO5*FORCEI the resistance is
said to be L23El20. In module 2a (PS-CP.OD string) we want to connect
the PS"gate" with a high voltage, for the interaction from the PS"gate"
through the thin oxide to the 00 is that great that we cannot permit the
PS" gate" to float.
The voltage is limited to 9.5 Volt.
FORCEI can be used in the same way as described in Appendix J. Here a
current of lJlA is forced. So the maximum measurable resistance is 9.5MO
VGAT is the voltage forced on the bondpad connected with HIGA. TID is
the Function (test) identifier. TID is determined by FORCEI and VGAT,
following the tabular beneath

FORCEI VGAT TID FORCEI VGAT TID
10 uA 1.0 V 1601 10 uA -1.0 V 1611
10 uA 3.0 V 1602 10 uA -3.0 V 1612
10 uA 6.0 V 1603 10 uA -6.0 V 1613
100 uA 1.0 V 1604 100 uA -1.0 V 1614
100 uA 3.0 V 1606 100 uA -3.0 V 1616
100 uA 6.0 V 1606 100 uA -6.0 V 1616
1 mA 1.0 V 1607 1 mA -1.0 V 1617
1 mA 3.0 V 1608 1 mA -3.0 V 1618
1 mA 6.0 V 1609 1 mA -6.0 V 1619

TABLE 01 TID as function of FORCEI and VGAT
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At any other value of FORCEI TID is 1599.
The calculated resistance is send to output as paramo
The FORTRAN measure program, which calls the several subroutines works
on a Keathley-tester.
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Appendix P Relationtable module Ib meander in
volved

Kl/REST K2/REST K3/REST R.MI-M2 count as
0 0 0 0 if(odftag)then in-od short
0 0 0 1 if(odftag)then 2in-od shorts
0 0 0 -1 if(odftag)then in-od short

op
0 0 1 0 SInSlID
0 0 1 1 smmum
0 0 1 -1 smin op
0 1 0 0 aInSiin
0 1 0 1 smmum
0 1 0 -1 ammop
0 1 1 0 if(odfiag)then aiin

else lasiin
0 1 1 1 muin
0 1 1 -1 in op
1 0 0 0 aInSlID
1 0 0 1 ammum
1 0 0 -1 amin op
1 0 1 0 if(odftag)then aiin

else lasiin
1 0 1 1 muin
1 0 1 -1 in op
1 1 0 0 if(odftag) then aiin

else lasiin
1 1 0 1 muin
1 1 0 -1 mop
1 1 1 0 if(odftag)then siin

else lasiin
1 1 1 1 mum
1 1 1 -1 in op

TABLE PI MEANDER INVOLVED IN MODULE Ib

"in" means IN-IN defect.
"sm" means small.
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"Ia" means large.
"si" means single.
"mu" means multiple.
"op" means an open in the IN.
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Appendix Q IN relations in codDle 2a,3,4 and 5

RMI RM2 KAM Ml M2 su count as
0 0 0 0 0 0 -
0 0 0 0 0 1 imp
0 0 0 0 1 0 Imp
0 0 0 0 1 1 sm-si-I-S?
0 0 0 1 0 0 Imp
0 0 0 1 0 1 sm-si-I-S?
0 0 0 1 1 0 si-I
0 0 0 1 1 1 sm-si-I? I-S
0 0 1 0 0 0 Imp
0 0 1 0 0 1 sm-I-S
0 0 1 0 1 0 sm-si-I
0 0 1 0 1 1 sm-si-I? I-S
0 0 1 1 0 0 sm-si-I
0 0 1 1 0 1 sm-si-I? I-S
0 0 1 1 1 0 si-la-I
0 0 1 1 1 1 I? I-S
0 1 0 0 0 0 op mu-I
0 1 0 0 0 1 Imp
0 1 0 0 1 0 imp
0 1 0 0 1 1 mu-sm-I-S
0 1 0 1 0 0 Imp
0 1 0 1 0 1 op mu-I? I-S
0 1 0 1 1 0 op sm-mu-I
0 1 0 1 1 1 I? sm-mu-I-S
0 1 1 0 0 0 Imp
0 1 1 0 0 1 op mu-I? I-S
0 1 1 0 1 0 sm-mu-I
0 1 1 0 1 1 sm-mu-I? I-S
0 1 1 1 0 0 op mu-I
0 1 1 1 0 1 op mu-I? S-I
0 1 1 1 1 0 mu-I
0 1 1 1 1 1 mu-I? I-S
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RMI RM2 KAM Ml M2 8lJ count as
1 0 0 0 0 0 op mu-I
1 0 0 0 0 1 Imp
1 0 0 0 1 0 Imp
1 0 0 0 1 1 op mu-I? I-S
1 0 0 1 0 0 imp
1 0 0 1 0 1 sm-mu-I-S
1 0 0 1 1 0 op sm-mu-I
1 0 0 1 1 1 I? sm-mu-I-S
1 0 1 0 0 0 Imp
1 0 1 0 0 1 op mu-I? I-S
1 0 1 0 1 0 op mu-I
1 0 1 0 1 1 op mu-I? S-I
1 0 1 1 0 0 sm-mu-I
1 0 1 1 0 1 sm-mu-I? I-S
1 0 1 1 1 0 mu-I
1 0 1 1 1 1 mu-I? I-S
1 1 0 0 0 0 op mu-I
1 1 0 0 0 1 Imp
1 1 0 0 1 0 imp
1 1 0 0 1 1 op sm-mu-I? sm-mu-I-S
1 1 0 1 0 0 Imp
1 1 0 1 0 1 op sm-mu-I? sm-mu-I-S
1 1 0 1 1 0 mu-sm-I
1 1 0 1 1 1 sm-mu-I-S
1 1 1 0 0 0 Imp
1 1 1 0 0 1 op sm-mu-I? sm-si-I-S
1 1 1 0 1 0 op mu-sm-I
1 1 1 0 1 1 op sm-mu-I? I-S
1 1 1 1 0 0 op mu-sm-I
1 1 1 1 0 1 op mu-sm-I? I-S
1 1 1 1 1 0 mu-I
1 1 1 1 1 1 mu-I-S
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RMI RM2 KAM Ml M2 SU count as
-1 0 0 0 0 0 op
-1 0 0 0 0 1 Imp
-1 0 0 0 1 0 Imp
-1 0 0 0 1 1 op I-S
-1 0 0 1 0 0 Imp
-1 0 0 1 0 1 op I-S
-1 0 0 1 1 0 op 1
-1 0 0 1 1 1 op I? I-S
-1 0 1 0 0 0 Imp
-1 0 1 0 0 1 op I-S
-1 0 1 0 1 0 op 1
-1 0 1 0 1 1 op I? I-S
-1 0 1 1 0 0 op 1
-1 0 1 1 0 1 op I? I-S
-1 0 1 1 1 0 op 1
-1 0 1 1 1 1 op I? I-S
0 -1 0 0 0 0 op
0 -1 0 0 0 1 Imp
0 -1 0 0 1 0 Imp
0 -1 0 0 1 1 op I-S
0 -1 0 1 0 0 op 1
0 -1 0 1 0 1 op I-S
0 -1 0 1 1 0 op 1
0 -1 0 1 1 1 op I? I-S
0 -1 1 0 0 0 Imp
0 -1 1 0 0 1 op I-S
0 -1 1 0 1 0 op 1
0 -1 1 0 1 1 op I? I-S
0 -1 1 1 0 0 op 1
0 -1 1 1 0 1 op I? I-S
0 -1 1 1 1 0 op 1
0 -1 1 1 1 1 op I? I-S
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RM1 RM2 KAM M1 M2 SU count as
-1 -1 0 0 0 0 20p
-1 -1 0 0 0 1 Imp
-1 -1 0 0 1 0 imp
-1 -1 0 0 1 1 20p I-S
-1 -1 0 1 0 0 Imp
-1 -1 0 1 0 1 20p I-S
-1 -1 0 1 1 0 20p I
-1 -1 0 1 1 1 20p I? I-S
-1 -1 1 0 0 0 imp
-1 -1 1 0 0 1 20p I-S
-1 -1 1 0 1 0 20p I
-1 -1 1 0 1 1 20p I? I-S
-1 -1 1 1 0 0 20pI
-1 -1 1 1 0 1 20p I? I-S
-1 -1 1 1 1 0 20p I
-1 -1 1 1 1 1 20p I? I-S
-1 1 0 0 0 0 op mu-I
-1 1 0 0 0 1 Imp
-1 1 0 0 1 0 imp
-1 1 0 0 1 1 op mu-I-S
-1 1 0 1 0 0 imp
-1 1 0 1 0 1 op mu-I I-S
-1 1 0 1 1 0 op mu-I
-1 1 0 1 1 1 op I? I-S
-1 1 1 0 0 0 imp
-1 1 1 0 0 1 op mu-I? I-S
-1 1 1 0 1 0 op mu-I
-1 1 1 0 1 1 op I? I-S
-1 1 1 1 0 0 op mu-I
-1 1 1 1 0 1 op mu-I? I-S
-1 1 1 1 1 0 op mu-I
-1 1 1 1 1 1 op I? I-S
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RMI RM2 KAM Ml M2 SU count as
1 -1 0 0 0 0 op mu-I
1 -1 0 0 0 1 imp
1 -1 0 0 1 0 unp
1 -1 0 0 1 1 op mu-I? I-S
1 -1 0 1 0 0 Imp
1 -1 0 1 0 1 op mu-I-S
1 -1 0 1 1 0 op mu-I
1 -1 0 1 1 1 op I? I-S
1 -1 1 0 0 0 Imp
1 -1 1 0 0 1 op mu-I? I-S
1 -1 1 0 1 0 op mu-I
1 -1 1 0 1 1 op mu-I? I-S
1 -1 1 1 0 0 op mu-I
1 -1 1 1 0 1 op I? I-S
1 -1 1 1 1 0 op mu-I
1 -1 1 1 1 1 op I? I-S

TABLE Ql TOTAL IN RELATIONS IN MODULES 2a, 3, 4 and 5.

"op" means an IN open.
"I" means an IN-IN short.
"S" means substrate.
"si" means single.
"mu" means multiple.
"8m" means small.
"la" means large.
"imp" means impossible.
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Appendix R Total relations module 3

PS-PS ps-pss pss-pss PS-IN PSS-IN IN-IN
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 I?
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 I?
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 I?
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 I? 0 1 0
0 0 I? 0 1 I?
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 I?
0 0 I? 1 1 0
0 0 I? 1 1 I?
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 I?
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 I?
0 I? 0 I? I? 0
0 I? 0 I? I? I?
0 1 I? 0 0 0
0 1 I? 0 0 1
0 1 I? 0 1 0
0 1 I? 0 1 I?
0 1 I? 1 0 0
0 1 I? 1 0 I?
0 I? I? I? I? 0
0 I? I? I? I? I?
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PS-PS PS-PSS PSS-PSS PS-IN PSS-IN IN-IN
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 I?
I? 0 0 1 0 0
I? 0 0 1 0 I?
I? 0 0 1 1 0
I? 0 0 1 1 I?
1 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 I? 0 1 0
1 0 I? 0 1 I?
I? 0 1 1 0 0
I? 0 1 1 0 I?
I? 0 I? 1 1 0
I? 0 I? 1 1 I?
I? 1 0 0 0 0
I? 1 0 0 0 1
I? 1 0 0 1 0
I? 1 0 0 1 I?
I? 1 0 1 0 0
I? 1 0 1 0 I?
I? I? 0 I? I? 0
I? I? 0 I? I? I?
I? 1 I? 0 0 0
I? 1 I? 0 0 1
I? 1 I? 0 1 0
I? 1 I? 0 1 I?
I? 1 I? 1 0 0
I? 1 I? 1 0 I?
I? I? I? I? I? 0
I? I? I? I? I? I?

TABLE Rl TOTAL RELATIONS MOD3
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Appendix S Defects of module 1

PYM MODULE 1 IN AND OD DEFECTS
BATCH H6118T

+

+

+

+

II I

75

70

65

60

55

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

o
TOTAL

TESTED
PYMS

GOOD OD-OD TOTAL
DEFECTS IN-IN

DEFECTS

IN
OPENS

IN-OD OD-
DEFECTS PWELL

DEFECTS

Do(in-in)-0.262352/m
Do(in opens)-O/m
Do(od-od)-7.028642/m
Do(in-od)-7.819581/cm2
Do(od-pw)-11.476006/cm2

5-1

kblankers
Text Box
Appendix



Appendix T Subdivision of IN defects

PYM MODULE 2 SIZES AND AMOUNTS OF INSHORTS
BATCH H6296T

--

•

--

-

--

5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
TOTAL
IN-IN

DEFECTS

SINGLE
SMALL
IN-IN

DEFECTS

SINGLE
LARGE
IN-IN

DEFECTS

MULTIPLE
SMALL
IN-IN

DEFECTS

Do(in-in)
Do(single small in-in)
Do(single large in-in)
Do(multiple small in-in)

T-I

- 0.265974jm
- 0.159584jm
- Ojm
- 0.10639jm



1

Appendix U Wafermaps

BATCH 5706 IN-LAYn

122334455

PSH-VAFERHAP

1 122334455

1 TOTAL
2
3
4
5 15
6
7
8
9

15

15

15

15

GOOD

9

9

11

12

8

1 122334455 1 122334455

1 IN-IN
2 SHORTS
3
4
5 1
6
7
8
9

2

2

o

5

OPENS

10

8

6

6

8

1 122 3 3 4 4 5 5

1 IN-PSI
2 LEAKAGE
3
4
5 0
6
7
8
9

o

o

o

1
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Appendix V Contourplot (I)
TOTALx

D fl. D D Dn~n~m. value
~ • wIthIn range

minimum - 15

D D D D D
maximum -15
mean - 15
median - 15
count - 5

D D fl D D ~:~~::~~: :~5
y ~ ranqe count • 5



Appendix W Contourplots(II)

GOODx

IIII _ DOD n~ n~m. valueL-.-J~ • WI thIn range

minimum - 8

O 0 0 0 0
maximum -12
mean - 9.8
median - 9
count - 5

O 0 0 0 0
~:~~::;~: :~5

y range count - 5

OOODD
-0-011
OOOOD
00000
OOODD
OO.DO

W-I



Appendix X Contourplots(III)
OPENSx

D 0 II II0 0 n~ n~m. valuel-J • wlthln range

minimum - 6

D 0 0 0 0
maximum -10
mean - 7.6
median - 8
count - 5

D 0 II0 0 ~:~~::;~: :~5
Y l-J range count - 5

DDOOO
-0-0
DDOOO
DDOOO
DDOOO
DO-OO
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Appendix Y List of variables used in the data
processing system

A list of the variables that represent a number of defects in the data
processing system is given. Also the modules in which the variables are
used and their meaning is given.

VARIABLE MODULES MEANING IS
NUMBER OF

tot la,lb,2a,2b,3,3a,4a,4b,5 total tested pyms i.e.
good la,lb,2a,2b,3,3a,4a,4b,5 modules without defects

I Ib,2a,3,4a,5 IN shorts of which we
cannot say anything

about the multiplicity
or SIze

snn Ib,2a,3,4a,5 single IN-IN shorts
mum Ib,2a,3,4a,5 multiple IN-IN shorts
smm Ib,2a,3,4a,5 small IN-IN shorts
lain Ib,2a,3,4a,5 large IN-IN shorts

sismin Ib,2a,3,4a,5 single small IN-IN shorts
silain Ib,2a,3,4a,5 single large IN-IN shorts

musmin Ib,2a,3,4a,5 multiple small IN-IN shorts
op Ib,2a,3,4a,5 IN opens
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VARIABLE MODULES ME.<\.NING IS
NUMBER OF

mpw Ib,2a,3,4a,5 IN-substrate leakages
odpw 1b,2a,3,4a,5 OD-substrate leakages

od Ib,2a,3,4a,5 00-00 shorts
inod Ib,2a,3,4a,5 IN-OD shorts
sop 2b opens in PS(string)
ssh 2b shorts in PS(string)

psstpw 2b PS(string)-substrate leakages
psgpw 2b PS (" gate" )-substrate leakages
psgpss 2b PS(string)-PS(" gate") shorts
pspw 2a,3,4a,5 PS substrate leakages
psspw 3,4a,5 PSS substrate leakages
psin 2a,3,4a,5 PS-IN shorts
pssm 3,4a,5 PSS-IN shorts
psps 2a,3,4a,5 PS-PS shorts
pspss 3,4a,5 PS-PSS shorts
psspss 3 PSS-PSS shorts
prop! 3 propagating PS-IN-PSS defects
prop2 3 propagating PS-IN defects
prop3 3 propagating PSS-IN defects
prop4 3 propagating PS-PSS defects
prop 2 propagating PS-IN defects
pwstl 4b string substrate leakages
ops 4b opens in string

TABLE Y! TOTAL USED VARIABLES IN THE DATA-PROCESSING
SYSTEM
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Appendix Z Specifications
Specificaties van lengtes en oppervlaktes uit dracula
voor de verschillende modules.
AIle getallen zijn micrometers.

module 1

OON area
OON rand

VCEL1600

OON-OON rand range 3.0 to 3.5
OON-OON rand range 3.5 to 4.0

IN-OON area
IN-OON area (H1 or H2) and H

IN length
IN length H

IN-IN rand range 3.0 to 4.0
IN-IN rand range 4.0 to 5.0

IN area

CO-holes

module 2

IN-IN rand
IN-IN rand
IN-IN rand
IN-IN rand

VCEL16PS

range 2.0 to 2.625
range 2.675 to 2.875
range 2.875 to 3.5
range 3.5 to 5.0

IN length
IN length H

IN area

IN-PS area

PS area

PS-PS rand range 2.0 to 2.375
PS-PS rand range 2.375 to 2.625
PS-PS rand range 2.625 to 2.875
PS-PS rand range 2.875 to 3.125
PS-PS rand range 3.125 to 3.375
PS-PS rand range 3.375 to 3.625
PS-PS rand range 3.625 to 3.875
PS-PS rand range 3.875 to 4.125
PS-PS rand range 4.125 to 4.375
PS-PS rand range 4.375 to 4.625
Hierbij U-vormige stukken niet meetellen
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module 3 VCEL16DP

Alles van module 2 (de structuren van module 2 zitten ook
in module 3). Bovendien het volgende

PSS-PS area

PSS-IN area

PSS area

PSS-PSS rand
PSS-PSS rand
PSS-PSS rand
PSS-PSS rand
PSS-PSS rand
PSS-PSS rand
PSS-PSS rand
PSS-PSS rand

module 4

IN-IN rand
IN-IN rand
IN-IN rand
IN-IN rand

range 1.5 to 2.625
range 2.675 to 3.125
range 3.125 to 3.625
range 3.625 to 4.125
range 4.125 to 4.625
range 4.625 to 5.625
range 5.625 to 6.625
range 6.625 to 7.625

VCEL16IN

range 2.0 to 2.625
range 2.625 to 2.875
range 2.875 to 3.5
range 3.5 to 5.0

IN length
IN length H

IN area

IN-PS area

PS area

aIleen de PS"woordlijnen"

aIleen de PS"woordlijnen"

PS-PS rand

PS-PSS rand

PSS-IN area

module 5

range 5.5 to 6.5

range 1.5 to 2.5

VCEL16

alleen de PS"woordlijnen"

aIleen de PS"woordlijnen"

Alles van module 4 (de structuren van module 4 zitten ook
in module 5). Bovendien CO-holes
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Appendix AA Dracula application-file

;*******proef.dcr om dcr te testen *************.,
*DESCRIPTION
PRIMARY = VCEL16PS
SYSTEM = GDS2
INDISK = VCEL16PS.GDS
OUTDISK = OUTPYH.GDS
MODE = EXEC NO
SCALE = .001 MICRON
RESOLUTION = .001 MICRON
PRINTFILE = PYM
PROGRAM-DIR = ECAD EXE:
LISTERROR = YES 
*END
*INPUT-LAYER

;TOP CELL OF LAYOUT HIERARCHY

;DISK NAME OF LAYOUT DISK FILE
;GRAPHICAL OUTPUT DISK NAME - GDS2 STREAM FORMAT

;AFTER COMPILATION VILL NOT AUTO-SUBMIT
;ULTIMATE RESOLUTION POSSIBLE ON LAYOUT

;MINIMUM RESOLUTION USED IN LAYOUT
;TEXT FILE FOR RESULTS

;LOCATION OF DRACULA PROGRAH
;TO GET DETAILED ERRORLISTING

Mask - layer conversion table

00 0
SN 1
SPP 2

SP HAS BEEN MODIFIED TO SPP BECAUSE SP IS NOT ACCEPTED
NV = 3
SCO = 4
COP = 5
SNS = 6
CB 7
IN = 8
PS 9
CS 10
PSS = 11
CP 12

VINDOV MASK = ZZ
ZZ 13
CPS 14
CON = 15
RP = 16
EI = 17
CPSS = 18
PITCH = 19
SI 20
01 21
AX 22
PI 23
CN = 24
IR = 25
CSS = 26
CR 27
INS 28
COS 29
ZY = 30
DP = 31
CO = 32
INL = 33
SPS = 34

;
SUBSTRATE=BULK 99
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5
\1\15

6
\1\16

7
\1\15

6

7
\1\17
8
\1\18
9

;
CONNECT-LAYER=OO PS PSS IN
;
*ENO
;
*OPERATION
;VINDO\HNG
AND 00 ZZ ZOO
AND IN ZZ ZIN
AND PS ZZ ZPS
ANO CS ZZ ZCS
ANO PSS ZZ ZPSS
OR CO CON COT1
OR COT1 COP COT2
OR COT2 CPS COT3
OR COT3 CPSS COT
ANO COT ZZ ZCOT
ANO CO ZZ ZCO
ANO CON ZZ ZCON
ANO COP ZZ ZCOP
ANO CPS ZZ ZCPS
ANO CPSS ZZ ZCPSS
;
ANO ZIN ZOO ZINOO
ANO ZPS ZOO ZPSOO
ANO ZIN ZPS ZINPS
ANO ZIN ZPSS ZINPSS
AND ZOO ZPSS ZOOPSS
;
CONNECT 00 PSS BY CS
CONNECT 00 IN BY COT
CONNECT PS IN BY CO
CONNECT PSS IN BY CO
STAMP ZOO BY 00
STAMP ZPS BY PS
STAMP ZPSS BY PSS
STAMP ZIN BY IN
;LAYER 00 **************
SIZE ZOO BY 0 OUTPUT 000 0
;E~r[NR] ZOO RANGE 3 3.5 \1\11
;SIZE \1\11 BY 0 OUTPUT 001 1
; En[NR] ZOO RANGE 3.5 4 \1\12
;SIZE \1\12 BY 0 OUTPUT 002 2
;En[NR] ZOO RANGE 10 100 \1\13
;SIZE \1\13 BY 0 OUTPUT 003 3
;LAYER IN **************
SIZE ZIN BY 0 OUTPUT INO
;En[R] ZIN RANGE 3.0 4.0
;SIZE \1\15 BY 0 OUTPUT IN1
;En[R] ZIN RANGE 4.0 5.0
; SIZE \1\16 BY 0 OUTPUT IN2
En[R] ZIN RANGE 2.0 2.625
SIZE \1\15 BY 0 OUTPUT IN1
En[R] ZIN RANGE 2.625 2.875
SIZE \1\16 BY 0 OUTPUT IN2
En[R] ZIN RANGE 2.875 3.5
SIZE \1\17 BY 0 OUTPUT IN3
En[R] ZIN RANGE 3.5 5
SIZE \1\18 BY 0 OUTPUT IN4
;********************************
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SIZE ZINOD BY 0
SIZE ZPSOD BY 0
SIZE ZINPS BY 0

O~P~

O~P~

O~P~

ZOPP
ZOPP
ZOPP

10
11
12

jLAYER PS **************
SIZE ZPS BY 0 O~P~ PSO 15
j*******************
EXT[R] ZPS RANGE 2.0 2.375 VV16
SIZE VV16 BY 0 O~P~ PS1 16
EXT[R] ZPS RANGE 2.375 2.625 VV17
SIZE VV17 BY 0 O~P~ PS2 17
EXT[R] ZPS RANGE 2.625 2.875 VV18
SIZE VV18 BY 0 O~P~ PS3 18
EXT[R] ZPS RANGE 2.875 3.125 VV19
SIZE VV19 BY 0 O~P~ PS4 19
EXT[R] ZPS RANGE 3.125 3.375 VV20
SIZE VV20 BY 0 O~P~ PS5 20
EXT[R] ZPS RANGE 3.375 3.625 VV21
SIZE VV21 BY 0 O~P~ PS6 21
EXT[R] ZPS RANGE 3.625 4.125 VV22
SIZE VV22 BY 0 O~P~ PS7 22
EXT[R] ZPS RANGE 4.125 4.625 VV23
SIZE VV23 BY 0 O~P~ PS8 23
jEXT[R] ZPS RANGE 4.625 5.625 VV24
jSIZE VV24 BY 0 O~P~ PS9 24
jEXT[R] ZPS RANGE 5.625 7.625 VV25
jSIZE VV25 BY 0 O~P~ PS10 25
'*********PSS-PS DISTANCE******************
EXT[R] ZPS ZPSS RANGE 1.5 2.5 VV26
SIZE VV26 BY 0 O~P~ EPS 26
SIZE ZCOT BY 0 O~P~ COT 27
SIZE ZCO BY 0 O~P~ COO 28
SIZE ZCON BY 0 O~P~ CONO 29
SIZE ZCOP BY 0 O~P~ COPO 30
SIZE ZCPS BY 0 O~P~ CPSO 31
SIZE ZCPSS BY 0 O~P~ CPSSO 32

*END
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Appendix AB The PS mask in module 2
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Appendix AC The PS and PSI mask in module 2
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Appendix AD Local45 application-file
---.-~----- ----------_.~-

t
t

t
t
t

t

t

n(linpss)
n(lodpss)

n(linod)
n(lpsod)
n(linps)

s c(l4)
s c(15)

s c( 11)
s c(l2)
s c(l3)

(for area and total length of edge of od)
mask 1 through mask 4 (distance range for od)

(for area and length)
mask 6-9 (distance range for in)

(for area and length)

:g a(lps) s c(18) n(lps2) t
:g a(lps) s c(19) n(lps3) t
:g a(lps) s c(20) n(lps4) t
:g a(lps) s c(21) n(lps5) t
:g a(lps) s c(22) n(lps6) t
:g a(lps) s c(23) n(lps7) t
:g a(lps) s c(24) n(lps8) t
:g a(lps) s c(25) n(lps9) t
:g a(lps) s c(26) n(lps10) t

:g a(not Ips) s c(16) n(lps)
:g a(lps) s c(17) n(lps1) t

:g a
:g a

:g a
:g a
:g a

ps2
ps3
ps4
ps5
ps6
ps7
ps8

= ps9
= ps10

ps
ps1

lps2
lps3
lps4 =
lps5 =
lps6 =
lps7
lps8
*lps9
*lps10
*

linpss = inpss
lodpss = odpss

*Ips =
lps1

* masks from gds2.msk file:
* Mask - layer conversion table
* ---------------------------------
** od = mask 0
* od1 - od4 are
* in = mask 5
* in1 - in4 are
* inod mask 10
* psod = mask 11
* inps = mask 12
* inpss = mask 13
* odpss = mask 14
* ps = mask 15
* ps1 - ps10 are mask 16-25 (distance ranges of ps)
* ds = mask 26 (distance range of ps to pss)
* cot(co+con+cop+cops+copss) = mask 27
* co mask 28
* con = mask 29
* cop mask 30
* cps = mask 31
* cpss = mask 32
masks= od,od1,od2,od3,od4,in,in1,in2,in3,in4,inod,psod,inps,

inpss,odpss,ps,ps1,ps2,ps3,ps4,ps5,ps6,ps7,ps8,ps9,ps1O,ds
,cot,co,con,cop,cps,cpss :t

lod = od :g a(not lod) s c(l)
lod1 = od1 :g a(lod) s c(2) n(lod1) t
lod2 = od2 :g a(lod) s c(3) n(lod2) t
lod3 od3 :g a(lod) s c(4) n(lod3) t
lod4 od4 :g a(lod) s c(5) n(lod4) t
lin = in :g a(not lin) s c(6) n(lin) t
lin1 in1 :g a(lin) s c(7) n(lin1) t
lin2 in2 :g a(lin) s c(8) n(lin2) t
lin3 = in3 :g a(lin) s c(9) n(lin3) t
lin4 = in4 :g a(lin) s c(10) n(lin4) t

*linod inod
lpsod psod
linps = inps

Ids

*lcot
leo
leon
lcop

ds

= cot
co
con
cop

:g a(lps) s c(27) n(lds) t

:g a(not lcot) s c(28) n(lcot) t
:g a(not leo) s c(29) n(lco) t
:g a(not leon) s c(30) n(lcon) t
:g a(not lcop) s c(31) n(lcop) t
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:g a(not leps) s e(32) n(leps) t
:g a(not lepss) s e(33) n(lepss) t

not eof do
key(l) eq 1 then

ine(l)
var(50)=var(50)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3»
var(100)=var(100)+par(1)

*

leps = eps
lepss = epss
end of formulas
*********************************
liston
number
data to file 1
if flexists then

read
while

if

fi
if key(l) eq 2 then ine(2)

var(51)=var(51)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
if key(l) eq 3 then ine(3)

var(52)=var(52)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
if key(l) eq 4 then ine(4)

var(53)=var(53)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
if key(l) eq 5 then ine(5)

var(54)=var(54)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
if key(l) eq 6 then

ine(6)
var(55)=var(55)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3»
var(101)=var(101)+par(1) fi

if key(l) eq 7 then ine(7)
var(56)=var(56)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi

if key(l) eq 8 then ine(8)
var(57)=var(57)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi

if key(l) eq 9 then ine(9)
var(58)=var(58)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi

if key(l) eq 10 then ine(10)
var(59)=var(59)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi

if key(l) eq 11 then ine(ll) var(102)=var(102)+par(1)
if key(l) eq 12 then ine(12) var(103)=var(103)+par(1)
if ke 1) e 13 then ine(13) var(104)=var(104)+ ar(l)
if key(l) eq 14 t en ine(14) var(105 =var(10 +par 1

if key(l) eq 15 then ine(15) var(106)=var(106)+par(1) fi

if key(l) eq 16 then
ine(l6)
var(60)=var(60)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3»
var(107)=var(107)+par(1)

fi
if key(l) eg 17 then ine(17)

var(61)=var(61)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
if key(l) eq 18 then ine(18)

var(62)=var(62)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
if key(l) eq 19 then ine(19)

var(63)=var(63)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
if key(l) eq 20 then ine(20)

var(64)=var(64)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
if key(l) eq 21 then ine(21)

var(65)=var(65)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
if key(l) eq 22 then ine(22)

var(66)=var(66)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
if key(l) eq 23 then ine(23)

var(67)=var(67)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi
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if key(l) eq 24 then inc(24)
var(68)=var(68)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi

if key(l) eq 25 then inc(25)
var(69)=var(69)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi

if key(l) eq 26 then inc(26)
var(70)=var(70)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi

if key(l) eq 27 then inc(27)
var(71)=var(71)+par(2)+(1.414*par(3» fi

if key(l) eq 28 then inc(28) var(72)=var(72)+par(1) fi
if key(l) eq 29 then inc(29) var(73)=var(73)+par(1) f1
if key(l) eq 30 then inc(30) var(74)=var(74)+par(1) f1
if key(l) eq 31 then inc(31) var(75)=var(75)+par(1) fi
if key(l) eq 32 then inc(32) var(76)=var(76)+par(1) f1
if key(l) eq 33 then inc(33) var(77)=var(77)+par(1) fi
read

whend

eol
range 3.0 to 3.5 = " l(var(51)12) eol

eol

range 3.5 to 4.0 = " l(var(52)/2) eol
eol

fi
"Module 2"
eol

*"odn area = " a(var(lOO»
*eol
*"odn rand "l(var(50»
*eol
*"*********"
*"odn-odn length
*"#= " v(var(2»
*eol
*"odn-odn length
*"#= " v(var(3»
*eol
*"od3 length = " l(var(53)/2)
*"od4 length = " l(var(54)/2)
*"**********"

"in area = " a(var(lOl»
"# = " v(var(6» eol
eol

"in length total
"# = " v(var(6» eol
eol

"
"

eol

eol

eol

#= " v(var(4» eol
#= "v(var(5» eol

eol

eol

" l(var(55)/2) eol

length range 2.0 to 2.625 = " l(var(56)/2) eol
v(var(7» eol

length range 2.625 to 2.875 " l(var(57)/2) eol
v(var(8» eol

length range 2.875 to 3.5 = " l(var(58)12) eol
v(var(9» eol

*"in-in length range 3.0 to 4.0 "l(var(56)/2) eol
*"#= " v(var(7» eol
*eol
*"in-in length range 4;0 to 5.0 "l(var(57)/2) eol
*"#= " v(var(8» eol
*eol

"in-in
"# = "
eol
"in-in
"# = "
eol
"in-in
"# = "
eol
"in-in length range 3.5 to 5.0 = "l(var(59)/2) eol
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"i = " v(var(10» eol
eol

eol
eol
eol
eol
eol
eol
eol

AD-IV

= " l(var(61)/2) eol

" l(var(61)/2) eol

" l(var(62)12) eol

= " l(var(63)12) eol

" l(var(64)12) eol

= " l(var(65)12) eol

i= " v(var(18»
i= " v(var(19»
i= " v(var(20»
i= " v(var(21»
i= " v(var(22»
i= " v(var(23»
i= " v(var(24»

eol

length = " l(var(62)/2)
length = " l(var(63)/2)
length = " l(var(64)/2)
length "l(var(65)/2)
length "l(var(66)/2)
length "l(var(67)/2)
length = " l(var(68)/2)
length = " l(var(69)/2)
v(var(25» eol

"i = " v(var(17» eol
eol
"ps-ps length range 2.375 to 2.625
"i = " v(var(18» eol
eol
"ps-ps length range 2.625 to 2.875
"i = " v(var(19» eol
eol
"ps-ps length range 2.875 to 3.125
"i = " v(var(20» eol
eol
"ps-ps length range 3.125 to 3.375
"i = " v(var(21» eol
eol
"ps-ps length range 3.375 to 3.625 = " l(var(66)/2) eol
"i = " v(var(22» eol
eol
"ps-ps length range 3.625 to 4.125 "l(var(67)/2) eol
"i = " v(var(23» eol
eol
"ps-ps length range 4.125 to 4.625 = " l(var(68)/2) eol
"i = " v(var(24» eol
eol
*"ps2
*"ps3
*"ps4
*"ps5
*"ps6
*"ps7
*"ps8
*"ps9
*i= "

*eol
*"**********" eol
"in-odn area = " a(var(102» eol
"i = " v(var(11» eol
eol
"ps-odn area = " a(var(103» eol
"i = " v(var(12» eol
eol
"in-ps area = " a(var(104» eol
"i = " v(var(13» eol
eo!
*"in-pss area = " a(var(105» eol
*eol
*"od-pss area "a(var(106» eol
*eol
*"**********" eol
"ps area =" a(var(107» eol
"i = " v(var(16» eol
eol
*"ps length = " l(var(60)/2) eol
*eol
*"ps-ps length range 5.5 to 6.5
*"i= " v(var(17» eol
*eol
"ps-ps length range 2.0 to 2.375



*"ps10 length = " l(var(70)/2) eol
*"#= " v(var(26» eol
*eol
*"ps-pss length range 1.5 to 2.5 =" l(var(71» eol
*"#= " v(var(27» eol
*eol
*"number of COT(CO+CON+COP+COPS)-holes "v(var(28» eol
*"area of COT-holes = " a(var(72» eol
*eol
*"number of CO-holes "v(var(29» eol
*"area of CO-holes = " a(var(73» eol
*eol
*"number of CON-holes "v(var(30» eol
*"area of CON-holes = " a(var(74» eol
*eol
*"area of COP-holes = " a(var(75» eol
*"number of COP-holes "v(var(31» eol
*eol
*"number of CPS-holes "v(var(32» eol
*"area of CPS-holes = " a(var(76» eol
*eol
*"number of CPSS-holes "v(var(33» eol
*"area of CPSS-holes = " a(var(77» eol
eol
exit
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MODULE 2

IN AREA = 690841.2500
# = 91

IN LENGTH TOTAL
# = 91

Appendix AE Output module 2

= 266868.00

IN-IN LENGTH RANGE 2.0 TO 2.625 = 2520.00
# = 560

IN-IN LENGTH RANGE 2.625 TO 2.875 = 7830.00
# = 1760

IN-IN LENGTH RANGE 2.875 TO 3.5 = 20610.00
# = 4600

IN-IN LENGTH RANGE 3.5 TO 5.0 = 219691.00
# = 7248

IN-PS AREA = 216239.4850
i = 21856

PS AREA = 609314.4563
# = 136

PS-PS LENGTH RANGE 2.0 TO 2.375 = 46212.71
# = 13412

PS-PS LENGTH RANGE 2.375 TO 2.625 = 42231.84
# = 8960

PS-PS LENGTH RANGE 2.625 TO 2.875 = 0.00
# = 0

PS-PS LENGTH RANGE 2.875 TO 3.125 = 0.00
# = 0

PS-PS LENGTH RANGE 3.125 TO 3.375 = 20841.46
# z: 4424

PS-PS LENGTH RANGE 3.375 TO 3.625 = 0.00
# = 0

PS-PS LENGTH RANGE 3.625 TO 4.125 = 6334.72
# = 2240

PS-PS LENGTH RANGE 4.125 TO 4.625 = 22607.92
it = 4480
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